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Abstract
The stability of two types of lightly damped resonant eigenmodes in the presence
of energetic ions is studied in Alcator C-Mod. Global Alfven eigenmodes (GAEs)
can exist at frequencies between the continua of adjacent poloidal mode numbers
to avoid strong continuum damping. Toroidicity-induced Alfven eigenmodes (TAEs)
exist in gaps in the frequency continuum induced by toroidal coupling. Passing and
trapped fast ions can resonantly excite AEs, which saturate at significant amplitude
and redistribute the ions. There is evidence that consequent losses of D-T alpha
particles could degrade the fusion burn. Unstable TAEs driven by ICRF-heated fast
ions are observed in Alcator C-Mod with toroidal mode numbers of n = -4 and
n = 6. Positive mode numbers indicate that modes are driven by fast ions having
hollow pressure profiles, in agreement with measurements using the Compact Neutral
Particle Analyzer (CNPA). In the absence of sufficient fast ion drive, eigenmodes are
detected by exciting them with antennas close to the plasma boundary and moni-
toring the plasma frequency response with an array of magnetic probes, a method
called active MHD excitation. This thesis reports for the first time that TAEs of
various toroidal mode numbers are excited with a wide-toroidal-spectrum antenna
and observed using a fully resolved toroidal array of probes. GAEs with n = 0 and
damping rates around y/wo = -1%, and TAEs with n = 1 and damping rates around
/~wo = -1.5% are observed. Rigorous calibration is applied to the magnetic probes
to reject the system response of the diagnostic. Measurements demonstrate that even
with a wide-spectrum antenna, the range of AEs that are accessible to the diagnostic
for any particular equilibrium remains quite limited, subject to the modes' proximity
to the plasma edge. A composite spectrum of observed stable and unstable modes,
and the stability spectrum calculated by NOVA-K, shows that for fast ions with ap-
proximately 150 keV effective temperature, the most unstable mode number tends to
be around n = -5. In comparison, the simple scaling of fast ion drive for kopi ~~ 1
predicts unstable modes around n = -8, demonstrating reasonable agreement with
the measurements. Local islands of stability that are observed in the toroidal mode
number spectrum and the fast ion temperature could be exploited by the strong de-
pendence of the AE spectrum on subtle changes in equilibrium parameters to stabilize
AEs in burning plasmas.
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Each day begins clean and promising in the sweet cool clear green light of dawn. And
then the sun appears, its hydrogen cauldrons brimming - so to speak - with plasmic
fires, and the tyranny of its day begins.
Edward Abbey, The Dead Man at Grandview Point
I conclude, therefore, that this star is not some kind of comet or a fiery meteor,
but that it is a star shining in the firmament itself one that has never previously been
seen before our time, in any age since the beginning of the world.
Tycho Brahe
Chapter 1
Introduction
The fusion of a deuterium nucleus and a tritium nucleus releases a neutron of 14.1
MeV and a helium nucleus (alpha particle) of 3.5 MeV. In bulk, and at a rapid rate,
this reaction and others involving those constituents (such as D-D and so on) are a
promising source for electric power generation. The required pressures and tempera-
tures to attain an appreciable reaction cross-section inevitably lead the deuterium and
tritium fuels to be in the plasma state. The tokamak is one well developed concept
to contain a hot, dense plasma for long periods. This thesis reports on experiments
performed on deuterium plasmas with minority fractions of hydrogen in the Alcator
C-Mod tokamak at MIT.
It has been observed at C-Mod and other toroidal devices that fast ions with en-
ergies around 150 keV, produced by heating with ion cyclotron range of frequency
(ICRF) heating, can excite lightly damped magnetohydrodynamic Alfvenic eigen-
modes (AEs) of the plasma volume. At large amplitudes, the unstable modes saturate
and displace the fast particles in configuration as well as phase space. Fast ions born
from other means of heating, such as energetic neutral beams or fusion reactions, are
equally capable of driving the modes; in C-Mod, the available non-inductive methods
of heating are ICRF and lower-hybrid drive.
The redistribution of fast ions by unstable AEs is a legitimate concern for fusion
reactors. Direct observations of significant fast ion losses in synchronization with
AEs have been reported [1], as well as indirect evidence based on reduced neutron
rate [2] and vessel damage [3]. When multiple unstable modes at different minor
radii occur together, they can cause significant degradation of the fast ion pressure.
Ultimately, this reduces the fusion burn and is a hurdle on the way to ignition. A
complete understanding of AE dependence on plasma parameters can help to mitigate
their deleterious effects and even to harness their impact on transport for controlling
plasma composition.
Each Alfv6n eigenmode has an integer toroidal mode number and comprises a
spectrum of poloidal modes, so that individual eigenmodes can be conveniently la-
belled by their toroidal mode number, n. Dependence on many of the parameters
that contribute to AE damping and also excitation have been studied emperically and
theoretically, as reported in the literature, and always with toroidal mode number as
an important parameter. Experimental evidence typically takes two forms: firstly,
that of unstable modes that appear spontaneously with sufficient fast ion drive; and
secondly, of stable modes enunciated by external antennas, as a means to evaluate the
eigenmode spectrum. This second method of inspecting the stable mode spectrum is
called active MHD excitation.
Both experimental [4] and theoretical [5] studies find that instability peaks ap-
proximately when the fast particle orbit is on the order of the wavelength, or kopi ~ 1,
where ko is the perpendicular wavevector and pi is the fast ion gyroradius. (For large
kopi, the wave-particle interaction is weakened because the orbit is large compared
to the wavelength. At small kopi, the interaction increases linearly with kopi as more
fast ions contribute.) It is also generally agreed that the particular modes that come
to be expressed in a given equilibrium, and their effects on the fast ion distribution,
are sensitively dependent on the equilibrium profiles [6].
Therefore one goal of AE studies is to demonstrate the full AE spectrum for a
particular equilibrium. As one example, the code NOVA-K calculates the plasma
equilibrium and then finds each mode perturbatively, with the assumption that the
modes are independent, and the existence and behavior of every mode of the spec-
trum can be evaluated one at a time [7]. Similarly, active MHD studies attempt to
excite each mode in the toroidal spectrum by sweeping across the relevant band of
frequencies. Doing so assumes linearity, since each mode is excited individually, yet
the spectrum is considered as a whole.
To date, though, no experimental observations have covered the entire practical
AE spectrum simultaneously. Observations of spontaneous, fast-ion driven modes
report only the most unstable of modes, which tend to have moderate toroidal mode
numbers. Active MHD experiments, on the other hand, have identified modes over a
small range for each plasma shot. On the JET tokamak, this had originally been in
the range In|= 0 -2 because the active MHD antenna on JET had a narrow toroidal
spectrum on account of the antenna geometry; a new antenna has been installed with
a broader spectrum [8]. On C-Mod, single modes of moderate toroidal mode number
have been observed from shot to shot, occasionally with unstable, moderate-n modes
also observed.
In other words, the existing experimental picture of AE behavior is piecemeal.
What is lacking is the experimental counterpart to a self-consistent, full-spectrum
model of AEs' impact on the fast ion distribution, and the resulting, modified fast
ion distribution's effect on the mode spectrum. Partly as a result, there is no final
word on whether next-generation fusion reactors will be threatened by AEs.
This thesis examines an important factor in the threat of AEs, namely the stability
dependence of a wide-n spectrum (eg Inl = 0 - 10) on the fast ion temperature Tfast
and distribution ffast(r, v). Motivated by analytical theory [5], [4], numerical studies
[9] and pioneering experiments [10], [11], [12] that find the mode instability to be
peaked for moderate-n, this research seeks inflections in the stability of the spectrum
that could be exploited to preserve or modify the fast ion distribution.
While it does not provide a conclusive answer with regard to the ultimate risk of
AEs, such knowledge could be useful to attenuate or eliminate particular modes, or
to enhance benign modes for purposes of ash removal. The mode control could be
effected by precisely shifting any of the equilibrium profiles of safety factor, density,
rotation and current, as well as the plasma shape and effective ion mass, all of which
strongly influence the AE spectrum.
The experiment is based around the active MHD system of two antennas posi-
tioned very near the last closed flux surface, that excite eigenmodes of the plasma,
and an array of magnetic probes that detect the plasma response. The antenna fre-
quency is scanned over the range of eigenmode frequencies to manifest the plasma
frequency response and thereby obtain the mode stability, toroidal structure and res-
onant frequency. Simultaneously, the fast ion distribution is tailored by varying the
ICRF coupled power up to approximately 5.5 MW, as well as shifting the resonant
deposition layer by adjusting the toroidal magnetic field. The compact neutral parti-
cle analyzer (CNPA) measures the ICRF-generated fast ion distribution along three
vertical chords. The CNPA's silicon diodes detect core ions that have escaped con-
finement by gaining an electron in a charge exchange collision with the diagnostic
neutral beam.
Over the course of several run campaigns toroidicity-induced Alfven eigenmodes
(TAEs) having toroidal mode numbers of n = 1 and also of moderate n, and global
Alfv6n eigenmodes (GAEs) having n = 0 are observed routinely. It is found that the
coupling of the active MHD antenna to AEs is strongly dependent on the equilib-
rium. Modes are observed for the most part only in select equilibria that are used
on dedicated rundays, and the modes are found in isolation rather than as a whole
spectrum. The system performance was improved by augmenting the toroidal array
of probes for better toroidal resolution; and by activating only one of the two anten-
nas to disambiguate the system input. A confident identification of the mode number
is achieved by a careful calibration of the magnetic probe response. Since the n 1
TAEs were only observed in Ohmic conditions, and since n = 0 GAEs do not couple
to fast ions, no experimental data is obtained for the interaction of fast ions with
stable modes. The damping rate resolution for these modes is found to be strongly
degraded by density fluctuations of the plasma.
On the other hand, unstable modes excited by fast ions are also observed in the
same shots, and have n = -4 and n = 6. Positive unstable mode numbers are
indicative of a hollow fast ion pressure profile. Furthermore, the NOVA-K code is
used to estimate the interaction of fast ions with the measured stable modes and
finds reasonable agreement (ie very little excitation for n = 0, 1).
A composite spectrum is rendered from the collection of stable and unstable
mode observations, and the NOVA-K calculations. This patchwork spectrum dis-
plays peaked instability at moderate mode numbers around Inl = 5. In comparison,
kopi is found to be around 8-'n for protons of 150 keV, indicating the most unsta-
ble modes should be around Injl = 8. Considering the simplicity of that scaling, the
agreement is good.
Notably, this experiment has for the first time excited TAEs of various toroidal
mode number with a wide-toroidal-spectrum antenna and a fully resolved toroidal
array of probes. Measurements demonstrate that even with a wide-spectrum antenna,
the range of AEs that are accessible to the diagnostic for any particular equilibrium
remains quite limited. In fact, only in an unconnected subset of plasma conditions are
modes observable at all. AE behavior is found to be discontinuous across parameter
space, so that slightly tweaking a profile can lead to a completely different mode being
observed.
The most severe discontinuity arises between stable, linear modes and the nec-
essarily non-linear (saturated) unstable modes. In the unstable regime, the fast ion
pressure gradient is modified by the competing actions of recharging by the heating
source and depletion by the excited waves; in turn, the destabilized waves also evolve.
This interdependency is apparent as a transition of the resonant modes to a mod-
ified steady state or as chaotic bursting behavior of multiple, interacting AEs [13],
[14]. The linear, stable regime of active MHD, however, does not perturb the fast
ion distribution, so the associated observations are not easily extended to predict the
amplitude of unstable modes (let alone their specific impact on burning plasmas).
Nonetheless, measurements with active MHD can be regarded as initial conditions
for the evolution of the instability; and relevant scalings of net damping rate with
fast ion temperature, toroidal mode number and plasma shape are achieved by active
MHD excitation in this thesis.
The active MHD system is also found to be useful for MHD spectroscopy, in
which plasma conditions are deduced from mode behavior. For example, it is found
that correlated variations in the mode residue and damping rate indicate otherwise
unmeasured density fluctuations. As another example, the amplitude profile among
the toroidal set of probes is correlated with the gap between the plasma and the
vessel, and possibly with triangularity and edge shear. While active MHD cannot
provide a definitive conclusion as to the threat that AEs pose for burning plasmas, it
is still a very useful tool.
The sections of this thesis are as follows. First, background on the physics of
AEs and the experimental history is discussed. Then the active MHD diagnostic is
described in detail, including the data analysis and compensation methods. Next,
results from the 2006, 2007 and 2008 campaigns are presented. Finally, the results
are discussed and suggestions for future work given. The appendices contain a thor-
ough example of error analysis, a description of the probe calibration method, and
instructions for setting up the diagnostic for operation.
Chapter 2
Background
2.1 Introduction
Alfven eigenmodes are global resonant modes of magnetohydrodynamic waves in lab-
oratory plasmas. The eigenmodes exist at discrete frequencies well below the ion
cyclotron frequency and are lightly dissipated by mode conversion, radiative damp-
ing, electron and ion Landau damping, and coupling to the shear Alfven frequency
continuum. Energetic ions from neutral beams and ICRF heating, and alpha parti-
cles from the fusion reaction can act to damp or excite the eigenmodes. When the
energetic ion excitation exceeds the combined sources of damping, the eigenmodes
appear spontaneously and grow to large, saturated amplitudes. The saturated modes
in turn redistribute the energetic ions in velocity and configuration space, degrading
the energy confinement of the plasma. The scope of this thesis is restricted to Alfv6n
eigenmode behavior in tokamaks.
Experiments [15] and numerical calculations [16] have indeed confirmed that en-
ergetic particle confinement in tokamaks can be reduced during Alfven eigenmode
activity. This presents a valid concern for burning plasmas such as ITER, where en-
ergetic alpha particles that can excite Alfven eigenmodes will be abundant. Enhanced
transport of the alpha particles could reduce the alpha thermalization on core DT
fuel, supressing the fusion burn; and it could increase the thermal load on the reactor
vessel wall, causing catastrophic damage to the blanket modules.
The radial structure of the displacement and magnetic field perturbations of the
Alfven eigenmodes, and their damping rate and resonant frequency, are sensitive to
the mass density and magnetic pitch angle profiles of the plasma [6]. The mode inter-
action with energetic ions is further dependent on the ion phase-space distribution.
Consequently the severity of Alfven eigenmode activity is subject to the particulars
of the plasma configuration. The central focus of this thesis is to obtain an empirical
understanding of this dependency, to enable the prediction and mitigation of Alfv6n
eigenmode effects.
One way to experimentally interrogate the discrete spectrum of Alfven eigenmodes
is to energize the modes with an external antenna below the onset of energetic particle
excitation, and to observe the resultant plasma response with magnetic probes arrayed
around the periphery of the discharge. Resonant frequency and net damping rate
are apparent from the plasma frequency response extracted from the cross-spectral
density function of the antenna current and probe voltages. Toroidal and poloidal
mode structure can also be reconstructed from probe signals, although caution must
be exercised when interpreting mode localization in the interior of the plasma from
strictly external measurements. This diagnostic approach is called active MHD [17].
A detailed description of the active MHD instrumentation that was designed and used
in Alcator for the research in this thesis is reserved for the next chapter.
This chapter presents a comprehensive summary of the literature with a threefold
purpose. First, it introduces the physical mechanisms of the Alfven eigenmodes and
their interactions with the energetic ions in a tokamak plasma. Secondly, it describes
how this joint behavior can enhance the transport of energetic ions, prematurely
removing energy from the plasma core. For this reason, Alfven eigenmodes could
represent an important factor in the performance of next generation machines such as
ITER. Finally, an account is given of relevant prior experimental work on Alcator and
other tokamaks concerning Alfven eigenmode stability and interaction with energetic
ions. The sections of this chapter are roughly divided on the same basis.
Development of Alfven eigenmode theory and experiment spans more than sixty
years since electrical engineer and recipient of the 1970 Nobel Prize in Physics, Hannes
Alfven, postulated the hydromagnetic wave in 1942 [18]. Throughout that period of
incremental maturation (which continues still), important observations were made
that remain relevant even though the complete picture has since been refined. For
example, the redistribution of energetic ions by saturated AEs was investigated exper-
imentally before the damping mechanisms of AEs were very well understood. While
studying the literature, then, it is often illuminating to understand not only the
present status of the field, but also the thinking that pervaded at the time of writing.
Therefore figure 2-1 presents a graphical timeline of the history of Alfven eigenmode
research. At each key development, the timeline lists a seminal paper that appears
to have brought the concept to the attention of the broader community. A com-
prehensive list of references is given in the bibliography and cited throughout this
chapter.
2.2 Alfv6n Eigenmodes
2.2.1 The Ideal MHD Model
The scale of MHD behavior is defined relative to the macroscopic quantities of the
plasma minor radius, L ~ a, and the ion thermal speed, U VTi, the fastest single-
fluid macroscopic motion possible. The corresponding time scale is the ion thermal
transit time of the volume of interest, Tr% a/vT. With a substantial magnetic field,
the ion cyclotron periods and gyroradii are small enough to be averaged over.
Likewise, other phenomena with periods below the ion thermal transit time and
motions with shorter characteristic length than the ion gyroradius are for the most
part decoupled from MHD and can be ignored. Therefore several simplifying approx-
imations can be made that restrict our attention to the scales of interest [19].
1. since the MHD frequency is very much smaller than the electron cyclotron and
plasma frequencies, the electron inertia can be neglected
2. the Debye length is very small, so the plasma is quasi-neutral.
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Figure 2-1: Timeline of topics relevant to Alfven Eigenmodes. Not to scale. A more
complete list of publications is presented in this chapter.
3. the electron motion, being much more rapid than the time scale of interest,
largely eliminates the displacement current. This is equivalent to setting the
permittivity to zero eo -> 0
4. heat flow is slow compared to the MHD time scale so the behavior is adiabatic
and pressure is assumed to be isotropic with 7 = 5/3.
5. the plasma is assumed to be collision dominated and can be treated as a fluid.
In summary, these approximations allow the formulation of macroscopic variables
that treat the ion and electron constituents of the plasma as a single fluid, as follows:
p = min
V = ui
J = en(ui - ue)
P = A +Pe
Furthermore, at large enough scale lengths, the electric field in the plasma frame
can be neglected, and the ideal Ohm's law adopted. This implies that the perpendic-
ular motion is dominated by E x B drift, wherein the ions and electrons move in the
same direction and conserve neutrality. Ideal Ohm's law also forces the fluid elements
to conserve magnetic flux, so that the plasma is frozen to the magnetic lines of force.
Collisionality must also be low to minimize the resistive term in Ohm's law, and this
is always satisfied for fusion plasmas.
How is it that the fluid model which assumes a collision-dominated plasma can be
applied to low-collisionality plasmas? It turns out that collisionality only comes into
play in the compressive terms of the momentum and energy conservation. Fortunately,
since compression is highly stabilizing, it is not important for most MHD phenomena,
so the fluid picture remains mostly valid in collisionless plasmas.
Finally, applying the macroscopic variables to Maxwell's equations and the con-
servation laws of mass, momentum and energy results in the Ideal MHD model:
dp
+±pV -v = 0dt
dv
p = -J x B - Vp
dtp- JBV
E+vxB= 0
E~vxB=0O
V xE = Bat
V x B =oJ
V - B = 0
The derivation and application of the ideal MHD model is treated with elaborate
detail by Freidberg and others in [19] - [22].
2.2.2 Normal Modes of Ideal MHD
The ideal MHD equations provide a non-linear description of motions of the plasma
that satisfy the assumed length and time scales. For small displacements, , around a
static equilibrium, the equations can be made tenable by linearizing. The linearized
ideal MHD equations are:
d p1 + . _dt + pV -V vi 0dt
dvi
pt = J1 xB±+J xB 1 -Vpidt
BB1
V x (vi x B) = at
V x B1 = poJ1
V -B 1 = 0
where the laws of Ohm and Faraday have been combined to eliminate the first order
electric field in the plasma frame. Together, these equations specify the normal modes
of the ideal MHD plasma. It is convenient to introduce the displacement variable, (,
S= (r)exp(-iwt)
and to represent all the perturbed quantities in terms of (.
vi = -iw(
Pi = -V - (pa)
Pi = -- VP - 7PV
B1  V x ( x B)
1J1 = V x [V x (( x B)].
/o
The eigenmode equation is then obtained by solving for ( in terms of equilibrium
quantities, as
- w2 p= F( ) (2.1)
where
1 1F(() = -(V x B) x [V x ( x B)] + {V x [V x ( x B)]} x B + V( - Vp + ypV
Po Ito
The normal mode equation is utilized by applying the equilibrium geometry of
interest and searching for eigenmodes and their corresponding eigenvalues. If these
eigenvalues have imaginary parts then the eigenmodes are unstable. Before venturing
into geometries relevant to fusion devices, it is instructive to review the normal modes
of a homogeneous plasma, which are all stable.
2.2.3 MHD Waves in the Homogeneous Plasma
Consider an infinite, homogeneous plasma with a straight magnetic field defined by
Bo = ezBo. The general normal mode can be represented as ( = cexp(ik -r - iwt). If
the coordinate system is transformed to align the y-axis with the perpendicular part
of the wave vector, k = eyki +ezkii, one component of the displacement is decoupled.
In matrix form the eigenmode equation becomes:
120c 0 0 (
0 w2 - k2C2 - k2C2 -kiklcl]2 =0 (2.2)
0 -k k c W2 -kc 2 z
where CA= B/ittop is the Alfven speed and c, = hp/p is the adiabatic sound speed.
Non-trivial eigenvalues (of which there are three) are the roots of the determinant of
the matrix on the left:
(w2 - k c) (LO - (c2 + c)k 2w 2 + (kkiCcA)2 ) = 0 (2.3)
Each eigenvalue corresponds to a normal MHD mode of the homogeneous magnetized
plasma. The modes are known as the Alfven wave, the fast magnetosonic wave,
and the slow magnetosonic wave. These are depicted schematically in Figure 2-2.
The figure illustrates that for a given wave vector, since the displacements of the
three waves are orthogonal, an arbitrary disturbance can be decomposed into a linear
combination of these waves. All the waves are dispersionless, since w/k does not
depend on k, but they are strongly anisotropic in most conditions. The anisotropy is
best understood from the phase diagrams of Figure 2-3. The waves are investigated
in further detail below. In particular, their behavior in the low-# regime is noted as
the relevant condition for tokamak plasmas. In effect, it is emphasizing the magnetic
field force over the plasma pressure in their influence on wave behavior.
B1,slow fast
k
B
Alfven z
B1,Alfven
( slow
Figure 2-2: The Alfven wave is characterized by transverse displacement and magnetic
field. The magnetoacoustic modes are characterized by displacement and magnetic
field in the plane tangent to the wave vector and the background magnetic field. The
displacements for these two waves are orthogonal to each other and to the displace-
ment of the Alfven wave, so that an arbitrary disturbance can be decomposed into
components of each wave.
Alfv n wave
The first root of the dispersion relation, equation 2.3, corresponds to the Alfven wave
[18] and is completely independent of kI.
= k c (2.4)
Therefore, the Alfv6n phase speed VA drops to zero for perpendicular wave vectors.
Figure 2-3 illustrates the phase velocity of each branch of MHD mode as a function
of the angle of the wave vector relative to the magnetic field, and for several values of
# = 2pop/B 2 . Since Vphase = w/k, the locus also corresponds to the mode frequency
as a function of the angle of propagation, given a fixed wavelength.
The group velocity of the Alfven wave is always parallel to the magnetic field
and there is no communication across field lines. This allows adjacent lines of force
to shear across each other, lending the descriptive name shear to the Alfven wave.
Figure 2-4 shows the locus of the group velocity for various angles of wave vector; for
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Figure 2-3: Phase diagrams illustrate the wave normal surface of each wave. A point
disturbance would evolve into a wave front of these shapes. While they are strongly
anisotropic in most conditions (the exception being the fast wave in the low-# limit),
all the waves are dispersionless, since w/k does not depend on k.
the Alfv6n wave, the locus corresponds to a point.
The displacement of the Alfven wave is polarized perpendicular to both k and BO
for all angles of propagation, as shown in figure 2-5. Since k -(= 0, the displacement
is compressionless, hence this wave is also sometimes called the incompressible Alfven
wave. This also explains the Alfven wave's insensitivity to #, which may be noted in
Figures 2-3 and 2-4.
The perturbed magnetic field is polarized parallel to (. To first order there is no
magnetic compression since BO - B 1 = 0. Instead, the magnetic perturbation serves
to bend the background magnetic field, working against the inherent tension in the
lines of force.
The electric field is perpendicular to the background magnetic field, in the plane
of the wave vector, and the plasma displacement corresponds to the resultant E x B
drift. In comparison to an electromagnetic wave, the electric field is smaller by the
ratio v/c, where v ~ 8(/8t and accounts for only a fraction of the energy of the wave.
Instead, the wave motion is a balance between plasma inertia and magnetic field
tension, analogous to the dynamics of a stretched, vibrating string. Figure 2-6 shows
the balance between the kinetic energy of the fluid motion and the magnetic energy
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Figure 2-4: Group diagrams illustrate the loci of group velocity, or direction of energy
propagation, of the waves as a function of angle of wave vector. None of the waves has
their group velocity parallel to their phase velocity in general: the shear wave group
velocity is always parallel to the magnetic field, so that there is no communication
across field lines; the fast wave group velocity is roughly in a similar direction to the
phase velocity; and the slow wave has a group velocity across the magnetic field in
the opposite direction of its phase velocity!
of the bent lines of force, as a function of the angle of propagation. The difference
represents the energy of the electric field.
Fast magnetoacoustic wave
Two more roots are obtained from the second term of the determinant given in Equa-
tion 2.3. These are,
2 = k2(c c)[1 i (1 - a2)1/2])2 a
2 4 cc
k2 (c2 + c2) 2'
corresponding to the sound wave (-) and the fast magnetosonic wave (+).
The phase velocity of the fast wave does not vanish for perpendicular propagation
(Figure 2-3) and a perpendicular group velocity is possible (Figure 2-4). At parallel
propagation, the fast wave and Alfven wave have the same phase velocity for 3 < 1.
The fast wave is distinguished from the Afiven wave by having parallel perturbed
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Figure 2-5: The upper figures illustrate the relative magnitudes and directions of the
displacement and the perturbed magnetic field for the Alfv6n wave, for low beta,
at several angles of propagation. The lower figures show the corresponding relative
magnitude and angle of the phase velocity.
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Figure 2-6: For the Alfv6n wave, the energy is partitioned among the plasma kinetic
energy and the magnetic field bending. The small difference accounts for the weak
electric field. The energy vanishes for perpendicular propagation because the mode
frequency decreases to zero there.
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magnetic field compared to the Alfv6n wave's perpendicular perturbed field.
The polarization of the fast wave is illustrated in Figure 2-7. The displacement is
in the plane of the magnetic field and the wave vector. At low 3, the displacement
is mostly perpendicular for all directions of propagation. Since k - ( 0, unlike the
shear Alfven wave, the fast wave is not incompressible.
The magnetic field perturbation lies in the same plane and is perpendicular to the
wave vector, since V -B1 = 0. The parallel part of B1 corresponds to magnetic field
compression, while the perpendicular part corresponds to magnetic line of force, as
in the Alfven wave. The direction of k dictates whether magnetic compression or line
bending predominates the magnetic energy of the wave. The composition of energy
among plasma kinetic and compression and magnetic compression and tension are
illustrated in Figure 2-8 for several values of # as a function of the direction of propa-
gation; the tokamak-relevant regime is low-f and almost perpendicular propagation.
From the figure it is evident that such a wave is predominately supported by kinetic
energy and compression of the magnetic field. The fast wave becomes isotropic in the
low-beta limit.
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Figure 2-7: The relative magnitudes and directions of the displacement, phase velocity
and the perturbed magnetic field for the fast wave, for low beta, at several angles of
propagation.
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Slow wave
The smaller frequency branch from the second term in Equation 2.3 describes the
slow magnetoacoustic wave. Like the fast wave, it has displacement in the plane of
the wave vector and the background magnetic field, but at low beta, the displacement
is predominantly parallel to the magnetic field. The magnetic field perturbation is in
the same direction as in the fast wave: in the plane of B and k, and perpendicular to
k. At low #, the wave energy is found mostly in the plasma kinetic and compressive
terms, while the magnetic field accounts for only a fraction of the wave energy. Figure
2-8 illustrates the balance between these terms.
2.2.4 Inhomogeneous Slab
New behavior emerges for the MHD waves in inhomogeneous plasma. The dispersion
relations of all three modes of ideal MHD depend on the density and the angle of
the magnetic field with respect to the wave vector. When either of these quantities
has spatial variation, the modes are resonant on the layers where they satisfy the
local dispersion relation. Formally, gradient terms appear in the eigenmode problem,
Equation 2.2, and the resulting eigenfunctions are not square-integrable. If the as-
Figure
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Figure 2-9: The relative magnitudes and directions of the displacement, phase velocity
and the perturbed magnetic field for the slow wave, for low beta, at several angles of
propagation.
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Figure 2-10: For the slow wave, the energy is partitioned mostly among the plasma
pressure and plasma kinetic energy, like a sound wave. The energy vanishes for
perpendicular propagation because the mode frequency decreases to zero there. The
assumptions of Ideal MHD with which these waves were derived are not valid for
strongly compressive or high-k (small-w) motions, so these figures are inaccurate for
low and high k±/kjj.
sumptions of ideal MHD are not relaxed, the modes are found to absorb unbounded
energy at the resonance layer, even though the force operator is Hermitian. When the
ideal MHD assumptions are relaxed, the energy is dissipated by particle kinetics and
mode coupling. The interesting problem of the inhomogeneous plasma can be un-
derstood most simply in the infinite cartesian plasma slab with equilibrium gradients
restricted to one axis.
Following on the geometry of the previous section, the wave vector is taken to be
in the y - z plane, k = ky + k.. The magnetic field is also assumed to be in the y - z
plane, B = B(x), + B(x)z, and a gradient is imposed on the density and magnetic
field in the x direction. (This allows a component of shear in the magnetic field).
Furthermore, the displacement is projected into orthogonal components relative to
the magnetic field. The displacement along the gradient is called (; the displacement
in the plane of the magnetic field and the wave vector is called tangential, with the
parallel component being ( and the perpendicular component, 7.
2 = i(Bzly - Bytz)|B,
i(Byty + Bzlz)/B.
The first task is to reformulate the eigenmode equation from the force operator,
Equation 2.1. In matrix form this is,
p 2 + yp + B2) _ k1 (yp+ B2) {kyp
-ki + B2 )d pW2 - k2Qyp + B 2 ) - k2B 2  -kskly p 77 0 (2.5)
-k|pd -k 1 1kjyp pw2 - k p
Solving for the transverse component of displacement yields an ordinary differential
equation in (,
g p(w2 - kc ) [(c + c)w2 - kcc]11 [A4 [(C J -pwA 2 2w)
In the limits of tokamak plasma conditions, the eigenmode problem can be re-
duced to describe only the shear Afiven wave. First, the sound wave is decoupled
by considering the low-# limit, where its phase speed is much lower than that of the
Alfven wave. Secondly, the fast wave is decoupled by considering large k 1/k (see
[20]), where its phase speed is much larger than the Alfven wave phase speed. In
effect, for a given wave vector, these limits spread apart the eigenfrequencies of the
three modes, isolating the Alfv6n wave in the middle. (Goedbloed and Poedts [22]
give a treatment of the full wave equation, keeping 3 and kl/k± finite. They find
continuous spectra for the Alfv6n and sound waves, and discrete modes clustering at
infinite frequency for the fast magnetosonic waves.)
In the low-0 and ki >> kl limits, the wave equation is
a [ ( 2 
-
.y2) a P(2 
- W w )( = 0 (2.6)
ax _ ki 2 x _
where o2(x) = k (x)c2(x) is the local Alfven frequency for a given wave vector.
Equation 2.6 takes the form of the Liouville equation,
a 8
-- px + (q(x) +Ar(x)) = 0,Ox 1P (x
where A = 0 is the Liouville eigenvalue, and
p(x) = p(w2 - W2)k
q(x) =p(w2 
_
At x = xO the mode frequency matches the local Alfven frequency so that p(xo) =
q(o) = 0, giving rise to a regular singular point of the differential equation (Equation
2.6). At that point the displacement ((x) could be unbounded.
A standard approach to solving the Liouville equation is applicable [23]. With the
derivatives distributed, Equation (2.6) is
/"p + p'(' - q( = 0, (2.7)
where primes are used to denote the derivative with respect to x. Next it is convenient
to divide all the terms by p and expand the coefficients in Taylor series about the
singular point, xo. Setting z = x - xo, and defining new coefficients gives,
P - Z np z z
ao = 1
n= (2.8)
Q = bnz.
p z
n=O
Now the Frobenius series can serve as a trial solution of (. Its derivatives evaluate as,
00
z" cS z,
00
' z= 1 (v + n)cnz", (2.9)
00
= z- 2  (v + n)(v + n - 1)cnz".
0
Substituting series representations 2.8 and 2.9 into the differential equation 2.7 gives,
00
" + P(' - Q( =Z"- 2 >( + n)(v + n - 1)cnz"
00 00
+ z- 2 E anz" E(v + n)cnz"
o 0
00 00
z- E bnz" E cnz"
0 0
(2.10)
Collecting terms of equal degree yields the indicial equation that constrains v,
z v-2 (v(v - 1)co + vcoao) = 0 -+ v = { 0, 0}
and the recursion relation that prescribes the Frobenius coefficients,
n-1
(v + n)(v + n - 1 + ao)cn = - 3 [(v + k)an-k +bnk-1 ck. (2.11)
k=O
The coefficients c, can be considered functions of v insofar as they satisfy the recursion
relation for any value of v. Therefore, the v-derivatives of the recursion relation to
all orders are also satisfied.
From the indicial equation, and recalling that a0 = 1, we find a 2-fold repeated
root, v = {0, 0}. Therefore one solution for ( is found by substituting v = 0 into
equation 2.9, with the coefficients cn given by solving the recursion relation 2.11,
oo
0
A second solution is found by differentiating equation 2.10 with respect to v
[24]. It has already been shown that the recursion relation remains satisfied after
differentiation with respect to v. Also, since v = 0 is a repeated root of the indicial
equation, it remains a root after differentiation. Therefore the second solution is given
by,
d(1
dv
d 00
v E Cflz (2.12)
0
=lnzl cnz"+ -+ (cn)zn,
0 0
where the principal value of the logarithm is taken.
While the transverse displacement, , has been shown to be unbounded at the
singular point where the wave frequency matches the local Alfven frequency, it is still
square-integrable there, so it absorbs only finite energy from the wave. In contrast to
the Alfv6n wave in homogeneous plasma, however, the displacement is not restricted
to the transverse direction.
The tangential components of the shear Alfven wave, j and (, are non-zero in
an inhomogeneous plasma and they play an important role at the singularity. They
are recovered from the full force operator (setting aside the low-/3 and small-ki/kil
assumptions) as follows:
(c2 + c 2 2 -- k c i( 2 '
U)- k2 (c+ + C2)w 2 + k2kcc k '
c2(w2 - k c) Cl('
- k2 (c2 +c2)w 2 + k2kcc k '
From this result it is also notable that the Alfven wave in inhomogeneous plasma is not
incompressible and does have some component of the perturbed magnetic field parallel
to the background field. Nonetheless the Alfven wave is still easily distinguished from
the fast and slow magnetoacoustic branches by its polarization and eigenfrequency.
It now becomes apparent how the Alfv6n wave described by ideal MHD in inhomo-
geneous plasma can seemingly dissipate energy, despite its origin from a self-adjoint
operator. The large displacements immediately to each side of the singular surface
are not in phase, and the continued absorption of energy drives the growth of un-
bounded fields that must necessarily develop to support the discontinuity. This is
known as phase mixing [25]. When dissipative effects such as particle kinetics are
taken into account they will replace the growth of unbounded fields, and this process
is called continuum damping. Interestingly, though, the rate of continuum damping
depends on the absorption as described by ideal MHD rather than on the specifics of
the dissipation mechanisms themselves [26].
2.2.5 Cylindrical Geometry
Some aspects concerning Alfven waves in toroidal geometry are just as effectively
discussed in the simpler cylindrical geometry. Therefore it is convenient to first ignore
the bending of the plasma column and treat it as a straight cylinder with length
27rR and radius a, and with the same periodicity constraints that would follow from
joining the ends. The resulting plasma column is called a screw pinch. The no-bend
assumption can be made for torii where the inverse of the aspect ratio, c = a/R, is
large. Alcator C-Mod has a moderately large inverse aspect ratio of arounde- = 3.
In a cylindrical screw pinch the magnetic field, having both axial and azimuthal
components, is inevitably non-uniform because it is curved. The inverse pitch of the
magnetic field is an important factor in the stability of the screw pinch. It is known
as the safety factor, q, defined as,
r B
q = (2.13)RBo
where r is the local minor radius, BO is the axial field, and BO is the azimuthal field.
In a cylinder with circular cross-section, the continuous set of concentric, cylindri-
cal surfaces that are tangent to the magnetic field can be labelled by their radii., r.
Alternately those surfaces can be parametrized by the amount of axial magnetic flux,
4, they enclose: for that reason they are called flux surfaces. While the parametriza-
tion between radius and flux function amounts to a trivial change of variables in the
circular cylinder, the flux function is a much more convenient label in the tokamak,
where the flux surfaces are neither concentric nor circular, rendering the concept of
radius somewhat unclear. Therefore radial profiles of equilibrium parameters, such as
density and safety factor, are often given as functions of flux. An equally valid, but
different parametrization is to use the poloidal flux. This is calculated as the mag-
netic flux that passes through a (2D) annulus defined by the portion of the midplane
between the magnetic axis and some larger radius. For continuity, poloidal flux will
be used as the radial coordinate throughout this chapter.
Eigenmodes of the periodic cylinder can be defined by integer toroidal and poloidal
wavenumbers, n and m, respectively, a radial eigenfunction () and a frequency w.
Then the parallel wavevector is,
B
B4 1
= O 1(n+ mq).B R
When the inverse aspect ratio is large, it can generally be assumed that the magnetic
field is mostly in the toroidal direction, so that,
BO
B
and
k (n+m/q).
In the cylinder, the local Alfv6n speed, CA, is a function of the flux parameter,
and covers a continuous range as the radius varies from the axis to the plasma edge.
Therefore the local Alfven frequency oA for a particular wavevector k ={n/R, m/r}
is a continuous function of flux, called the Alfven continuum.
WA(r) k2cA( )2
The Alfven resonance occurs at the minor radius ro where the local shear Alfven
dispersion relation is satisfied, that is, where the wave frequency matches the local
Alfven continuum frequency, wO = WAC?/o) [27] [28). There, as in the inhomogeneous
slab, strong absorption takes place due to continuum damping.
The generalized Alfv6n continua for n = 0, 1, 2 and m = 0 - 10 are plotted in
Figure 2-11. The continua for the particular equilibrium of shot 1080403010 are
plotted in Figure 2-13. The relevant equilibrium profiles of safety factor and Alfven
speed for shot 1080403010 are plotted in Figure 2-12.
It is evident from Figure 2-13(a) showing the continuum for n = 0 in shot
1080403010, that for some combinations of wavevector and equilibrium profiles, gaps
in frequency exist in the continuum across the entire plasma radius. Any discrete
eigenmodes of the plasma column that exist in such a gap avoid the strong absorp-
tion of continuum damping despite the inhomogeneity. If other potential damping
mechanisms are weak, such modes can be strongly resonant. Discrete modes that
occur at frequencies below or between adjacent continua are called Global Alfven
Eigenmodes (GAEs) [29] [30] [31].
q(a) generalized n=O continuum for the cylinder
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Figure 2-11: Generalized continua for the cylinder. The red line traces the points
where poloidal modes are degenerate. The small discrepancy between the approxi-
mation vA/2qr and the actually crossing points is due to the large aspect assumption,
or equivalently B4/B = 1. The dashed grey vertical line shows the typical minimum
q value.
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Figure 2-12: Equilibrium profiles for shot 1080403010 that are used to plot the con-
tinua for that shot in the next figure.
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Figure 2-13: Continua for shot 1080403010. The equilibrium profiles of Figure 2-12
were used to denormlalize the general continua of Figure 2-11, without smoothing.
The discretization of the continuum, especially near the edge, shows how sensitive
the continuum calculation is to the assumed equilibrium profiles.
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Figure 2-11 also shows that for finite toroidal mode numbers, the continua of
modes having different poloidal wave numbers cross at rational values of the safety
factor. For example, where the continuum frequency is satisfied by two distinct
poloidal modes m and m + 1,
1 m) 1 m+1
R q R q
the safety factor where those two wavevectors are degenerate is,
2m + 1
q = - 2 (2.14)
2n
The parallel wavevector and Alfven continuum frequency at the crossing point are,
respectively,
-1
2qR
2 CA 2
W4A-\ 2qR2
In a screw pinch, modes with distinct wave numbers are orthogonal so both continua
can exist at the point of degeneracy.
2.2.6 Toroidal Geometry
Bending the cylinder into a finite aspect ratio, circular cross-section torus gives rise
to an unavoidable 1/R dependence of the toroidal magnetic field. Then the safety
factor is computed as an average over the flux surface,
koR = n, n E integer
1- r BO rBO
271r R BO R Be
As a result of the 1/R dependence, the magnetic field varies over a poloidal transit
on a flux surface. Moreover, that variation acts as a periodic index of refraction that
couples the continua of distinct poloidal wavenumbers where they are degenerate.
The mode coupling at the degeneracy creates a forbidden gap in the Alfven res-
onance frequency continuum [32], [33]. The approximate location of that gap is
shown in Figures 2-11 and 2-13 as a red curve. A more accurate computation of the
continuum requires a numerical approach such as is implemented by the code NOVA-
K. Figure 2-14 shows the calculated continuum for shot 1080403010, computed by
NOVA-K based on the equilibrium profiles in Figure 2-12, overlaid on the simple
continuum calculated for the cylinder assumption. That agreement is fairly good.
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Figure 2-14: The continuum for shot 1080403010 in the cylindrical approximation
(thin lines), compared to the continuum calculated by NOVA-K assuming toroidicity
(thick lines). The agreement is good. An n=1 mode is indicated with a horizontal
line showing the radial extent of half-amplitude.
The appearance of a band gap is typical of periodic structures. A photonic crystal
lattice couples the forward and reverse modes of a photon to form a standing wave. In
that case, the lattice prohibits propagation of photons with energies in the forbidden
range and can be used to form an extremely efficient waveguide cavity [34]. Electron
wave functions have analogous behavior in a semi-conductor [35].
The coupling of degenerate modes in the torus is commonly known as 'poloidal
coupling', 'toroidal coupling' [36] or 'the effect of toroidicity'. However, the mistake
should not be made of thinking that the modes couple due to toroidal periodicity; any
periodic system must have modes with integer wave numbers. The coupling is due
entirely to the unavoidable poloidal variation of the magnetic field strength acting as
a periodic potential. Poloidal coupling would also be present in a cylindrical pinch if
the axial field were not uniform over the flux surface [37] and is encountered at higher
orders in toroidal plasmas due to non-circular shaping of the cross-section, such as
ellipticity [38] and triangularity.
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Figure 2-15: Radial eigenfunction for the poloidal components of the n = 1 mode
calculated by NOVA-K. The primary components are m = -2 and m + 1 = -1.
For particular equilibrium profiles, the gap in the continuum may extend across the
entire plasma radius. If discrete eigenmodes of the plasma volume exist at frequencies
in the gap, they avoid the strong continuum damping. Eigenmodes that exist in the
gap caused by toroidicity are called Toroidicity-induced Alfven Eigenmodes (TAE).
The horizontal bar with a central diamond in Figure 2-14 shows the frequency, radial
extent and radius of maximum amplitude (of the ensemble of poloidal modes) of a
TAE that has been computed by NOVA-K for the equilibrium of shot 1080403010.
Figure 2-15 shows the displacement for all the poloidal harmonics that compose the
n = 1 mode computed by NOVA-K. The primary harmonics correspond to the ones
that are degenerate near the mode in the cylindrical approximation: they are m = -2
and m + 1 -1, and the corresponding value of the safety factor is,
mn-+ 1/2_q =- M 2= 1.5
n
43
It is instructive to examine the propagation space of these two primary poloidal
harmonics. Figure 2-16 shows the direction and relative magnitude of the wavevec-
tors of the two harmonics on an unwrapped flux surface; on the same plot are shown
the direction and relative magnitude of the velocity vectors. In the cylindrical ap-
proximation, the wavevectors are found to have parallel components that are equal in
magnitude but opposite in direction. Parallel to the magnetic field, then, the mode
structure is a standing wave. However, the waves share the same toroidal wavenum-
ber and have poloidal wavenumbers that differ by 1. This is possible, as Figure 2-16
makes clear, because the waves propagate nearly perpendicular to the magnetic field.
For high toroidal wave numbers, such as n = 5 presented in Figure 2-17, the waves
propagate even closer to perpendicular.
The red curve in Figure 2-14 traces the points where distinct poloidal modes are
degenerate,
2 _(CA
WA 2qR)2
and therefore marks the center of the toroidicity-induced gap. As such it provides a
rough estimate of the expected frequency where TAEs could exist [39]; clearly that
estimate depends on the flux surface at which the values of the Alfven phase speed, CA,
and the safety factor, q, are chosen. In lieu of time-consuming numerical hunting for
eigenmodes of a given profile, the q = 1.5 flux surface is often chosen as the nominal
radial location to expect TAEs because that value allows the densest packing of modes
in toroidal wavenumber space: for q = 1.5, all odd n can satisfy Equation 2.14.
In many cases the frequency gap may curve near the edge, so that the frequency
band that avoids damping in the core is separated from the plasma edge by a con-
tinuum. TAEs that are localized in the core can still avoid strong damping if their
amplitudes are small where they cross the continuum. For example, in Figure 2-14 it
is evident that the TAE amplitude falls off before reaching the continuum near the
edge. Modes of higher toroidal wave number tolerate curved gaps even more readily
because they tend to be more radially localized.
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Figure 2-16: For an n = 1 mode, the relative directions and amplitudes of the phase
velocities for the two primary poloidal components (blue); and the relative directions
and amplitudes of the wavevectors (red).
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Figure 2-17: For an n = 5 mode the relative directions and amplitudes of the phase
velocities for the two primary components (blue); and the relative directions and
amplitudes of the wavevectors (red). The phase velocities are even closer to perpen-
dicular to the magnetic field than in the n = 1 case.
The TAE eigenfunction is described by [40]:
{d2 +-(1 + 2cosO) - (1822)2D = 0.
where <b is a scalar field related to the Fourier transform of the perturbed magnetic
flux, 0 is the generalized poloidal angle, and
rq'
q
Two branches arise near the top and bottom of the forbidden gap. The two
branches are [41]:
k c + k ±c t (kc - kgm~C A) + 4
2(1- E22)
where
3a
2R'
rx
a
The higher frequency branch has a higher amplitude on the high field side; the lower
frequency branch has a higher amplitude on the low field side [37], [42].
The modes are peaked between the corresponding mode rational surfaces but are
of global radial extent [36] [43]. The corresponding eigenfrequencies vary from the
lower end of the gaps when s = 0 to the upper end of the gap when s -+ o [40].
The number of modes is proportional to n for a given q(r). As n becomes large, the
modes fill up the gap. The width of the gap in (W/WA) 2 is of order ro/R = c [36] and
the radial width of the eigenfunction is e/nq' [44].
While TAEs avoid strong continuum damping by existing in a forbidden frequency
gap, they have small but finite amplitude where they cross the continuum at the
plasma edge. In addition, TAEs are subject to several other damping mechanisms.
2.2.7 Damping of the TAE
Growth of TAEs is limited by damping mechanisms which involve both MHD and
kinetic effects, including coupling to the heavily damped frequency continuum, ion
and electron Landau damping, radiative losses on kinetic Alfven waves, and collisional
absorption. Each mechanism is described briefly.
In the high-n limit the TAEs are highly localized in the radial direction between
two mode rational surfaces, decaying exponentially outside this region. While many
poloidal harmonics are coupled together to determine a much broader global radial
envelope structure, radial variation of WA acts to localize the envelope. Coupling with
the continuum modes occurs to the extent that the TAE exceeds the boundaries of the
frequency gap, resulting in weak damping of the TAE on the Alfven resonances of the
continuum [44], for both high [45] [46] and low n [47]. The damping is independent of
the details of the absorption mechanisms for the continuum itself but is very sensitive
to the profiles of q and p. Continuum damping is linked to the radial dependence
of the quantity 1/qp1 /2 being constant so that the gaps are aligned. If that quantity
varies strongly, continuum damping becomes dominant and leads to damping rates of
5-10% [48], [49]. For instance, the peaked density in H-mode causes modes to coalesce
because the gap gets narrower. This may also happen if the modes reach the bottom
of the gap [50]. Finite pressure shifts the TAE out of the frequency gap and increases
the continuum damping contribution [44] [42].
Ion [51] [44] [52] and electron [41] Landau damping are described respectively by:
9
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where i = niTi/(Btor/2po) is the ion beta and /3e is the electron beta.
Collisionless damping on passing electrons and collisional damping on trapped
and passing electrons couples the TAE to kinetic Alfven waves that radiate energy
away from the gap region. This damping rate may be enhanced by nonideal effects
of electron inertia and finite ion Larmor radius [53]. It scales as
7Y /.S 2 exp(- f (8, 0)
W pim
where f(s, 6) is a function of magnetic shear, s and aspect ratio, e, and pi is ion
Larmor radius [54] [55].
Finally, trapped electron collisional absorption is given by
e C (! S)1/2 [,3q2 + 0.1( P )2]
W W 'TAE
where
ne
e C
Te2
is the electron collision frequency, and
2 2Te
PS 2
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Here, sci is the ion cyclotron angular frequency, 6 the tokamak inverse aspect ratio
and m the poloidal mode number [56] [57] [58].
2.2.8 Drive of the TAE
Global MHD instabilities are known to be caused by interaction with energetic parti-
cles, such as injected neutral beam ions [59], ICRF heated minorities, or fusion born
alphas [60]. In particular, energetic particles can excite TAEs [61] [62] [63], with the
particles' density inhomogeneity providing the free energy source to destabilize the
mode [43].
TAE growth due to fast particles is caused by the resonant interaction of the mode
with the periodic transit of the passing energetic particles [44] [64] [65] [66] at the
Alfven speed and also at one third the Alfven speed. The precessional magnetic drift
of trapped particles resonant with the TAE also contribute to its instability [67]. The
growth rate of TAEs destabilized by alpha particles is given for the first time in [68].
The growth rate at the peak of the mode (near the center of the forbidden frequency
gap) is given by [43]:
[2 %("*' - )F- ca
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where
F(x) x(1 + 2x 2 + 2x4)e-X2 ,
X CA/Va
and w,, is the alpha particle diamagnetic drift frequency and is proportional to the
toroidal mode number, n [67] [5], va and Ve are thermal velocities, and %c and 13e
are the ratio of kinetic to magnetic pressures for the respective species. Conditions
for unstable TAEs are therefore that the alpha density scale length is small enough
(*,a/wo > }) and that the alpha particle destabilization overcomes all combined
damping effects, to be discussed next. This conclusion has been reached from a
kinetic perspective [43] and is in agreement with a fluid/MHD formulation with kinetic
modifications [69]. As well, stability criteria have been studied numerically using the
computational solver NOVA-K [70], to be discussed shortly.
Exact scaling of the stability depends on the actual alpha particle distribution
function and the toroidal mode number. For example, ICRF drive for TAEs should
decrease as the resonance location moves inboard because the toroidal precession
drift frequency decreases [71] [72] [73]. The growth rate induced by the circulating
alpha particles increases linearly with the toroidal mode number n for small kopQ,
and decreases as 1/n for kopa ~ 1, where p. is the alpha particle Larmor radius [5].
Therefore the most unstable modes have moderate toroidal mode number [45] with the
mode rotating in the ion diamagnetic drift direction. In JET, modes that rotate in the
usual ion diamagnetic drift direction have positive toroidal mode number, so unstable
TAEs are expected to have positive n. When the field and current are reversed in
occasional JET experiments to set the ion VB drift away from the divertor, the
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usual field
ion diamagnetic drift direction reverses. Then unstable TAEs are expected to have
negative n. In C-Mod, the polarity convention for n is exactly opposite. Figures 2-18
and 2-19 elucidate this difference.
The precessional resonance of trapped particles makes a much larger contribution
than the bounce resonance [5]. The safety factor profile also plays a role: reversed
shear causing merged core modes could enhance alpha destabilization of TAEs [52].
Also, the least stable TAE for a monotonic q profile is at q=1.5, halfway between the
m=1 and m=2 continua [71] [48] [74].
Since many tokamaks have finite ellipticity but small toroidicity and triangularity,
the EAE may have potentially lower stability threshold than the TAE [51].
2.3 Consequences of TAEs
If the damping mechanisms are weak, fusion generated a-particles may destabilize
the TAEs in ITER [75], especially for moderate n [9] [76] and decrease the fusion gain
or damage the first wall [77]. They can affect the orbits of the particles leading to
anomolous transport [41] [60] [78] [45] and increase the reactivity required for ignition
[12] [17]. Threshold TAE amplitudes as low as 6B/B ~ 10-3 have been shown to
cause significant alpha loss, using the simulation code NOVA-K [79]. Reduction in
neutron rate and fast particle losses have been observed simultaneously with TAE
activity [2]. However, other phenomena may sometimes be difficult to distinguish
from TAEs: energetic particle modes in hollow q-profiles may appear to be TAEs [71]
[72].
2.4 Experiment
Extensive experiments have been conducted on multiple machines to study the exci-
tation, damping, and effects on fast ion redistribution associated with AEs. Figures
2-20, 2-21, 2-22 present a summary of prior experimental work in table form. A brief
description of the primary achievements follows.
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2.4.1 Computer Models
Several numerical codes have been assembled to simulate tokamak plasmas [71]. A
brief description of each is given.
NOVA-K [80] is a nonvariational kinetic-MHD stability code based on the original
ideal-MHD code NOVA [81]. It can predict finite drift orbit width and Larmor radius
effects [71] [82]. Slightly distinct versions are maintained by N. Gorelenkov and G.
Kramer, both of PPPL.
The MISHKA-H code includes indirect effects of hot ions in an MHD approach
[83] based on the ideal-MHD code MISHKA-D [84]. MISHKA-D included the finite
gyroradius stabilizing effect of ion diamagnetic drift frequency. The original ideal-
MHD version was MISHKA-1 [85].
TRANSP is a comprehensive time-dependent transport analysis code incorpo-
rating many dedicated components, seemingly originating from [86] and [87], and
summarized in [88]. The best source of references is [89].
To predict the effects of ICRF heating, the TORIC full-wave code for Ion Cy-
clotron waves [90] [91] as well as AORSA [92] and CQL3D [93] may be useful.
2.4.2 Passive TAE Measurements
When a sufficient gradient of energetic particle density exists, it can provide enough
excitation to overcome the TAE damping terms. The resulting TAE is unstable and
attains an amplitude for which the drive and damping terms are balanced. Such a
spontaneous mode can be induced by supplying adequate energetic particle densities
with ion-cyclotron radio frequency (ICRF) heating or neutral beam injection (NBI),
or by alpha particles produced in fusion reactions. The mode can be detected by
magnetic field probes or density measurements, such as phase contrast imaging (PCI)
[94].
Unstable AEs have been studied in TFTR [95], DIII-D [15], JT-60U [96], JET [74],
and W7-AS [97]. AE activity driven by energetic particles has been reported for NBI
or ICRF heated discharges in various tokamak experiments [98] [95] [99]. A detailed
description of a magnetic measurement setup is given in [100]. TAEs led incrementally
towards instability by fusion generated alphas have been observed in TFTR [101].
AEs have been observed during reduced sawtooth stabilization, indicating that fast
particles are present. They have also been observed to eject fast particles from the
core [102] [103] [104] [105]. The fast particles may be responsible for stabilizing
the sawteeth [106]. Low shear was achieved by lower hybrid current drive (LHCD),
affecting the alignment of the continuum gaps [50]. TAEs have also been observed
with diagnostics other than magnetic coils [107].
2.4.3 Active MHD Excitation and Measurement
Passive TAE studies provide frequency and mode spectra as well as some information
on instability thresholds, but cannot provide quantitative estimates of damping and
driving of the Alfv6n eigenmodes [17]. TAEs can be actively excited by generating
perturbative magnetic fields near the resonant frequency with antennas outside of the
plasma. Furthermore, the frequency of excitation can be varied to express the band-
width of the resonances, which is directly related to the net damping rate. Plasma
parameters that affect the TAE damping rate can thereby be estimated, a process
known as MHD spectroscopy.
Early MHD spectroscopy was conducted on the TCA and PETULA experiments
for Discrete Alfven Waves (DAWs). Alfven waves were launched by antennas and
detected by magnetic field probes. The frequency at resonance allowed estimates
of core current and mass densities using 1-D models of the modes. A heterodyne
detection system was used to detect the resonances with an excellent signal to noise
ratio. The system also permitted frequency tracking with a phase-locked loop to
provide better frequency resolution [108] [109]. Similar experiments were conducted
in TEXTOR [110].
More recent active MHD studies have been carried out on the JET and C-Mod
tokamaks. The active MHD diagnostics on these machines also employ amplifier fed
current winding antennas and arrays of Mirnov type magnetic pickup coils. They use
a signal processing scheme called synchronous detection, which differs from hetero-
dyning but bears similarity to interferometry. Synchronous detection is performed in
real-time at JET [74] and after each shot at C-Mod, and the resulting empirical sys-
tem function is fit to a parametric model (a ratio of polynomials with real coefficients)
to find the damping rate, resonant frequency and toroidal and poloidal structure of
the mode [111]. Notable results from each machine are described in the next two
sections.
2.4.4 Active MHD on JET
The original JET active MHD diagnostic comprises 8 saddle coils generating 3kW in
the range of 20 to 500 kHz, covering the BAE, TAE and EAE range. The antenna field
has been modeled, and among the findings it was found that the field perturbation
would be small dB/Btor < 10-5; the most effectively driven mode would be at q=1.5
[112], [113]. TAEs with n < 2 are excited [17], [114], [115]. For an observed mode
of 144kHz and damping of 1%, the maximum oscillating field measured was 10- 7T
and the frequency scaled with the toroidal field and inversely with the root of the
density, indicating that these are TAEs. Ion landau damping is small for Ohmic
discharges considered in JET but electron Landau damping may be significant. In
cases with aligned gap structures the damping was much smaller ( 0.5%) than when
the gap structure had stronger radial dependence and continuum damping dominated
[74]. The measurement of the mode damping rate as a function of various plasma
parameters, in order to quantify the mechanisms that provide a background damping
for the AEs in different operating regimes is reported in [116].
A clear dependence of damping on plasma shape and edge magnetic shear was
observed. Damping increased with increased edge magnetic shear caused by increased
triangularity or elongation [117], [118]. In diverted JET plasmas the damping rate
exceeded 5-10% [119]. For low n < 2 the measured damping rate increased with
increasing edge shear [114]. For qo > 1.1 the damping rate of n=1 TAEs did not
exceed 7y/w ~ 2%, but for q0 < 0.9 damping can be as high as 8%, suggesting that
regimes with low q0 are less prone to low-n TAE instabilities. Since the transition
coincides with the q=1 kink instability threshold, it suggests a role in destabilizing
the TAEs for the sawtooth-redistribution of the plasma current [120].
New antennas with narrower toroidal extent and broad toroidal mode number
spectrum have recently been installed on JET. The antennas have been found to
excite both low and moderate-n modes, with |n| 1 - 10 [8].
2.4.5 Active MHD on Alcator C-Mod
This thesis examines active MHD experiments in C-Mod. Prior to this work, sub-
stantial results had already been obtained with the existing active MHD equipment.
The C-Mod active MHD diagnostic consists of two 15 cm wide antennas that
generate magnetic fields having toroidal widths primarily in the range 5 < n < 40.
The amplifiers supply each antenna with 20A across a wide range of frequencies,
with tuning flexibility provided by a capacitive tuning network [121]. The higher
n modes expected from the relatively narrow antennas resonate at slightly lower q
values, with mode frequencies a bit higher than those calculated for q = 1.5. TAEs
with perturbations of Bo = 106 T and moderate toroidal mode number (4 < n < 14)
are excited in plasmas with ITER-like field and density. A complete description of
the C-Mod active MHD experimental apparatus is provided in the next Chapter.
The damping rate is larger for inner wall limited discharges with larger outer
gaps than for diverted discharges with outer gaps of less than 1 cm. For limited
plasmas with Iedge = 1.3, TAEs have been observed with damping rates in the range
of 1.4% < y/w < 4%, in the same range as JET inner wall limited plasmas [117]. For
diverted plasmas of K95 = 1.6 and outer gaps less than 1 cm, TAEs were observed
to have damping rates in the range 0.4% < -}/w < 1.4% [12]. An elongation scan
with q = 1.5 inner wall limited discharges and toroidal field ramping found no clear
dependence of damping rate on edge shear, in contrast to increased damping with
increased shear found on JET [71].
The damping rate does not increase for n = 6 modes with increasing triangularity,
in contrast to the JET result for n = 1 where increased triangularity increases the
damping rate. This suggests that the radial structure of moderate n modes is not
dominated by edge shaping effects as expected for the low n modes. When comparing
lower single null (LSN) to upper single null (USN) diverted discharges, the measured
damping rates vary from 2% < l-y/wl < 7% in LSN and from 3% < ly/wI < 8.5%
in USN. This is again in sharp contrast with the JET result for n = 1 modes where
the damping rate is 3 times higher when the ion VB drift is directed away from the
divertor. Note, however, that the n numbers are not all clearly defined for these
resonances in C-Mod, so changes in the mode number could also affect the damping
rate. This suggests that edge effects on the damping of moderate n modes are not as
strong as for low n modes.
The collisionality has been varied over a range from 0.02 < v"e < 0.3 and while
there is no clear variation in damping rate at high collisionality, the damping rate
appears to increase substantially at very low collisionality. The normalized ion gyrora-
dius was varied over a range from nearly 0.005 < pi < 0.01 and the damping rate ap-
pears to increase with increasing pi. Beta was varied over the range 0.3 < #N < 0.9,
showing slightly increased damping rates with increasing 3 N [122], [61.
The importance of distinguishing between toroidal modes when making parameter
comparisons should be emphasized. This thesis focuses on results obtained after new
coils with wider toroidal spacing had been installed to increase the resolution of low
and moderate n toroidal mode numbers.
Chapter 3
The Active MHD Diagnostic
As discussed in the previous section, the tokamak plasma is susceptible to toroidicity-
induced Alfv6n eigenmodes (TAEs), stable discrete MHD modes with low damping
at frequencies in forbidden gaps in the Alfven frequency continuum that arise due
to poloidal coupling. The modes can attain considerable amplitudes in the presence
of an energy source such as a significant fast particle gradient. They are observed
in C-Mod and are expected to occur in ITER. At high amplitudes, the modes can
enhance transport of fast particles, which can increase the heat flux on the vessel and
could degrade the fusion gain in a burning plasma.
To observe these modes, the active MHD diagnostic weakly excites them and
then measures the plasma response. It can evaluate the parameters that identify the
TAEs including their frequency, damping rate and mode structure. These parame-
ters depend on plasma conditions, and the TAE amplitude depends on the energy
distribution and density profile of fast particles. With an understanding of these de-
pendencies, the modes could be controlled to limit their impact or even harnessed as
tools to redistribute energetic particles or as indicators of the plasma condition.
This chapter describes the equipment and operation of the active MHD system.
First the principle of the diagnostic is introduced. The second section describes the
hardware, including the amplifier system, the antennas, the magnetic probes, the
control network, and the data collection hardware. The critical design parameters
and resultant performance of each component are emphasized.
Figure 3-1: A schematic of the active MHD system shows the apparatus used to
excite, detect and analyze TAEs.
Analysis techniques and the significant limiting factors of noise, spatial sampling
rate and the hardware frequency response are reserved for Chapter 4. Complete
derivations of the uncertainty calculations are provided in Appendix A.
3.1 Principle of Operation and System Overview
The active MHD diagnostic resonantly excites TAEs with two antennas that weakly
perturb the equilibrium magnetic field through the frequency range in which the
modes are expected to exist, 150 kHz to 1 MHz. An array of poloidally-oriented
magnetic pickup coils positioned very close to the plasma edge detects the plasma
response. The pickup coil signals are fed to electronics outside of the tokamak, where
they are digitized and stored. The digital signals are later processed in the vicinity of
the TAE resonance to identify its damping rate, frequency and mode number. This
chapter presents a detailed description of the active MHD equipment and procedure,
separated into the sections depicted in the system diagram of Figure 3-1. The system
will be described in order of process flow, starting with the setup of the plasma shot,
the excitation and measurement of the modes, the digital processing of raw signals
and finally the derivation of quantities of interest from the processed data.
3.2 Excitation
During the plasma shot, the active MHD system perturbs the equilibrium magnetic
field in the frequency range from 150 kHz to 1 MHz to excite TAE modes. The per-
turbing magnetic field is generated by versatile variable-frequency amplifiers driving
a pair of antennas inside the vacuum vessel.
3.2.1 Amplifiers
The active MHD amplifiers were specifically designed for this application by Bill Burke
[123]. They are digitally controlled arbitrary waveform bipolar current sources with
a maximum output voltage of ±130 V and a maximum output current of ±23 A. The
class AB output stage consists of four parallel common-drain N-channel MOSFETs
and four parallel common-source N-channel MOSFETs. Each transistor is connected
to the output by a protective current-limiting 22 Q resistor in series. During the
cycle while half of the transistors are in saturation, the other half are cutoff, so the
amplifiers have an effective output resistance of 5.5Q. Figure 3-2 shows a simplified
circuit diagram of one amplifier. The amplifiers generate an approximately sinusoidal
current waveform into a 1 Q load as shown in Figure 3-3(a) by individually modulating
the duty cycle of each MOSFET. Figure 3-3(b) shows that the spectrum is localized
almost entirely in the fundamental; the fifth harmonic contains 0.013% of the energy,
while the third, seventh and ninth harmonics are negligible. Because the bandwidth
of the amplifier/antenna system is narrow, the harmonics encounter a much larger
impedance and are easily filtered out. The perturbing magnetic field can therefore
be considered as essentially sinusoidal in time.
The amplifiers include a capacitive tuning network at their output to match them
to the largely inductive load of the antennas. The tuning network is illustrated in
Figure 3-2, showing that nine capacitors of various sizes can be selectively combined to
negate the antenna reactance at each frequency. At frequencies below 35 kHz where
the antennas are mostly resistive, they can be directly connected to the amplifier
output stages by a short across the capacitors.
POSITIVE SWITCH BOARD
NEGATIVE SWITCH BOARD
Figure 3-2: Each active MHD amplifier is composed of 8 N-channel MOSFETs. They
can source ±130V and safely drive 23 A into a short. The effective output impedance
is 5.5Q. A capacitive variable tuning network at the output of each amplifier matches
the amplifier to the antenna impedance.
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Figure 3-3: a) A simulation of the modulated MOSFET pulses. b) The corresponding
calculated spectrum with very small harmonics, which is further filtered by the output
stage and the antenna itself.
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The capacitors are switched by mechanical relays with a switching time of about
20 ms during which the amplifier output is not reliable; at a frequency sweep rate of
1.5 MHzs- 1 this corresponds to a 30 kHz dead band. To avoid constantly operating
in a switching dead band, the amplifier/antenna must have a bandwidth significantly
wider than 30 kHz. At the expense of current amplitude, the bandwidth is increased
to 115 kHz by increasing the amplifier output impedance to 5.5 Q:
_R 
_5.5+1Qf = 5 = 115kHz.27rL 27r9pH
To further decrease the interference of dead bands during resonances, the tuning
network is programmed to switch only when the frequency sweep changes sign at the
edges of the range.
The tuning is also affected by a 16 m length of transmission line that is required to
connect the amplifiers, located in the northwest basement of the cell, to the antennas
via H port. The transmission line effectively increases the inductance of the antenna
seen at the amplifier, decreasing the bandwidth but beneficially increasing the current
in the antenna. Figure 3-4 shows the calculated frequency response with and without
the transmission line, illustrating that the effect of the transmission line becomes
more acute at higher frequencies. The current in the antennas is given by
I _ _____Vamp _e jkl [1 - FL]
R, + I + Z(l) [1 - FLej 2 kl]
where
1 + tej2kZ(l) = Zo1 +FLk1 - F Lej2kl
ZL - Z
ZL + Z
and Vamp = 130V is the amplifier voltage; R, = 5.5Q is the amplifier resistance; C, =
1 -+ 100nF is the matching network capacitance; ZL = R + jwL = 1 + jw9 x 10- 6
is the antenna impedance; Zo = 50Q is the characteristic impedance of the antenna
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Figure 3-4: Figure a: The calculated antenna current with (dashed black curves)
and without (solid red curves) a 20m transmission line over the frequency range of
operation. Figure b: The actual current amplitude measured at the antenna end of
the transmission line during a ramped-frequency test shot. While the maximum sim-
ulated current increases at higher frequencies, the actual maximum current decreases
at higher frequencies due to operational limits of the amplifier such as MOSFET
capacitance.
feeding lines; k = w/v, is the wavenumber in the lines with v, 2/3c the phase
velocity; and = --16m is the length of the lines.
The amplifiers are not controlled directly by the settings in the tree or by the
DPCS. Instead, the control is abstracted by a waveform generator in a separate chassis
that produces the MOSFET gating and capacitive tuning relay signals. Table 3.1 lists
these signals as well as the input parameters that control the waveform generator and
their sources.
3.2.2 Antennas
The antennas are located inside the vacuum vessel on the H side of the GH limiter
(Figure 3-5). They are positioned only 2-3 cms from the last closed flux surface at
the closest point to penetrate as much flux as possible into the plasma. The antennas
mirror each other about the midplane, and the plane of their coils is tilted 30* from
vertical to be tangent to the flux surface near their center. Each antenna consists of
five 150 mm x 250 mm rectangular turns of stainless steel plate conductor with a
cross-section of 3 mm x 6 mm (Figure 3-6). The turns are separated by insulating
.. .... ....
Table 3.1: Input and output control parameters of the waveform generator
input source range
TAE frequency DPCS 1V = 100kHz (fibre)
DPCS excitation frequency DPCS 1V = 100kHz (fibre)
CAMAC excitation frequency CAMAC 1V=lOOkHz
hybrid-local J221.OUTPUT-9 TTL
rfenable J221OUTPULO5 TTL
powersupplyon J221OUTPULO6 TTL
powersupplyoff J221OUTPULO7 TTL
powersupplyreset J221.OUTPUT_0 TTL
output number of channels destination
MOSFET gating 8 amplifiers
tuning relay gating 10 capacitive tuning network
ceramic coated washers and are secured to a stainless steel frame by ceramic coated
studs. The frame is constructed of 16 mm square stainless steel stock to withstand
J x B disruption forces. In the past, the antennas have been shielded from the plasma
heat flux by boron nitride tiles, but these have been removed due to concerns over
their role in degrading plasma performance. The antennas continue to survive and
operate properly without the boron nitride tiles.
The antennas have a resistance of 0.4 Q at low frequencies and an inductance
of 9 1H. The resistance increases above 100 kHz when the skin depth diminishes to
1.5mm, and is 2 Q at 1 MHz. The skin depth of stainless steel is given by
f6=1.5rn - V 81=kHz
where p = 72 x 10-8 Qm is the resistivity of stainless steel and p' - 4wr x 10O' Hm-1
is its permeability.
Each antenna is designed to generate a magnetic field that penetrates into the
plasma to couple the TAEs as much as possible. Near the antenna the field decays
as -; beyond about 15 cm, the antenna ressembles a dipole and the field decays like
(a) (b)
Figure 3-5: Photos of the antennas. a) The upper antenna before installation and
without boron nitride tiles. b) The installed antennas protected by boron nitride tiles,
which were removed before the 2006 campaign due to concerns about their role in
reduced plasma performance. c) The antennas without boron nitride tiles as installed
for the 2006 campaign.
Active MHD Antennas
Figure 3-6: The active MHD antennas located between ports G and H are positioned
only millimeters outside of the last-closed flux surface.
Figure 3-7: A closeup photo of the electrical connection at the antenna. The antennas
make an electrical connection outside of the vacuum vessel via coaxial feedthroughs,
with the outer conductor grounded to the machine at the feedthrough to reduce
guidance of ICRF pickup into the cell.
b. The field at the last closed flux surface can reach 5 G, which represents only
0.01% of the equilibrium magnetic field. The magnetic field strength on a horizontal
plane through the midpoint of the upper antenna (16.2 cm above the midplane) is
plotted in 3-8(a), representing the field when the antenna conducts 20A. The white
dots show the cross-section of the antenna turns in that plane. Similarly, the field
strength along a vertical plane that bisects the antennas is shown in 3-8(c). Here, the
profile of the antenna turns is drawn in white. Each of these figures also depicts in
white features a line tangent to the last closed flux surface along which the cartesian
field components in the frame of the antennas have been plotted, in Figure 3-8(b).
To estimate how strongly the antennas couple to the TAEs, the structure of the
field generated by the antennas can be compared to the TAE structure. In particular,
the toroidal mode spectrum of the antenna field should indicate which toroidal modes
are excited by the antenna. The toroidal mode spectrum of the total field along the
tangent line is shown in Figure 3-8(d), where the tangent line was approximated to be
a segment of a circle with major radius R = 85cm and z = 16.2cm. There are several
features to note. First, since the field falls off sharply and is limited in toroidal extent,
the spectrum has significant side-lobes. Second, the spectrum depends strongly on
the distance from the antenna but generally has a width of n = ±30, which reflects
the 15 cm width of the antenna. Finally, an accurate calculation of the coupling would
have to consider the poloidal mode structure and the radial profile of the TAEs, as
well as the angle between the antenna field and the TAE perturbed field. Rather than
comparing the antenna field to the TAE field, an equivalent but more direct analysis
would be to determine the flux of the TAE that links the antenna. Such an in-depth
analysis would serve as a useful design check if the antennas were ever to be replaced.
3.2.3 Filters
One disadvantage of well-designed antennas is that they also couple to the ICRF
antennas at up to -23dB. For 2 MW of ICRF power at 50 to 80 MHz, roughly 10
kW is coupled to the active MHD antennas and is fed back down the active MHD
transmission lines. To prevent this power from radiating into the cell or damaging the
amplifiers, modified commercial low-pass filters (Figure 3-9(a)) interrupt the trans-
mission lines just outside of the vacuum feedthroughs. Figure 3-9(b) shows the circuit
diagram of the filters. Figure 3-9(c) and 3-9(d) show the calculated and measured
response of the filters, respectively, demonstrating that they pass signals below 10
MHz with almost zero attenuation and cutoff signals in the 70 to 80 MHz RF range
by almost -80dB. The filters are constructed symmetrically except that the antenna
side, which must withstand tens of kilovolts, has a 7-16 connector, while the amplifier
side has a regular N-type connector.
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(a) The calculated antenna field in
a horizontal plane when the anten-
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trum of Figure (d) is calculated.
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(c) A simulated transmission coefficient of (d) A transmission measurement of the filter
the filter into an antenna, showing that it into a 50 Q load also confirms that it cuts off
does strongly cutoff above the required 70 strongly above 70 MHz. Otherwise, the mea-
MHz of the ICRF antenna, and passes fre- surement differs significantly from the simu-
quencies below 1MHz at effectively 0 dB. The lation.
resonances may be avoided in practice due to
non-ideal resistances that were not included
in the model.
Figure 3-9: A filter at the air side of the vacuum feedthrough cuts off RF power
that couples to the antennas, while passing active MHD frequencies with very low
attenuation.
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Figure 3-10: A pickup coil is mounted in a limiter with some shielding removed to
show the assembly.
3.3 Detection
3.3.1 Pickup Coil System
Perturbations in the poloidal magnetic field are detected by a set of pickup coils.
Each coil consists of a 13 mm long, 4 mm diameter ceramic bobbin wound with 140
turns of 29 AWG Kapton coated copper wire (Figure 3-10). The total area of one coil
is A = 4500 mm2 ; the open circuit voltage of the pickup coil is then V = A -B. Active
MHD driven modes are observed with intensities up to 50 [Ts 1 ], corresponding to
220 mV.
Each coil has an inductance of 43 pH and a DC resistance of 0.7 Q. The skin
depth of copper diminishes to the radius of the wire (0.14 mm) at 220 kHz. Above
this frequency the resistance of the coil increases proportional to the square root of the
frequency. The twisted pair leads of each coil contribute a capacitance that causes a
self-resonance. The impedance of an isolated coil with 1.3 m leads is plotted in Figure
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Figure 3-11: A pickup coil with 1.3 m twisted pair leads has an inductance of 43 pH
and a capacitance of 126 pF; correspondingly it has a self resonance around 2.2 MHz.
3-11, derived from scattering parameters measured with a network analyzer as:
ZCOil = (i± 1 1( 1 - S 11 )
The impedance appears to have a blunt peak because small variations in S11 when it
is near 1 cause large variations in zoon. The resonance in the coil's frequency response
is undesirable because it can obscure the behavior of the plasma. Fortunately a coil's
frequency response can be calibrated out of the measured data, as will be discussed
in the next section.
Groups of pickup coils are arranged in poloidal arrays of 15 and 12 coils on the
sides of the the GH and AB limiters, respectively, in the positions shown in Figure
3-12(a); and in toroidal arrays of six coils, 10 cm above and below the midplane,
behind the limiter molybdenum tiles, in the toroidal positions shown in Figure 3-
12(b). A second set of coils installed before the 2007 campaign augment the toroidal
array, with positions 10 cm above and below the midplane at more widely spaced
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Figure 3-12: a.) Pickup coils are located on the edges of the AB and GH limiters
and on the vessel wall, here drawn in blue, and b.) behind the limiter tiles 10cm
above and below the midplane, covering a range of toroidal angles. c.) New pickup
coils are mounted in dedicated standoffs at four toroidal locations. Much of the
outboard last-closed flux surface real-estate in C-Mod is already appropriated by
various diagnostics.
toroidal angles, as shown in Figure 3-12(c). Being more broadly spaced around the
circumference than the limiter coils, they increase the precision of low to moderate
n-number measurements.
The new coils are supported near the plasma interface by dedicated structures,
and protected from radiation and particle flux by a shield of stainless steel shim stock
and a pair of molybdenum tiles illustrated in Figure 3-13. The structure has been
designed to guarantee the safety of the pickup coils while maximizing the poloidal
flux that they couple, which may be reduced by the shielding components.
To determine the effect of the shielding components on the coupling of the coil to
an external field, a calibration coil was positioned next to a pickup coil in a limiter.
The mutual inductance of the two coils was then measured with various shielding
components in place as shown in Figure 3-14. The 0.43 mm thick stainless steel
reaches one skin depth at 986 kHz. At similar and higher frequencies the shield
reduces the penetrating field, with an attenuation of almost 3 dB at 1 MHz. The
.1 - - - - . . . . . . . . ........................
Figure 3-13: The new pickup coils are mounted in dedicated stainless standoffs that
are robust enough to resist disruptions.
molybdenum tiles, being thicker, seem to concentrate the field into the cross-section
of the coil, and partly compensate for the attenuation due to the stainless steel. The
attenuation is acceptable but may be reduced by splitting the stainless steel shield.
All the coils are connected to a digitizer by 20 to 25 m of twisted pair wire.
The twisted pairs are shielded inside the vessel by flexible stainless conduit, and
are connected to the air side at the K-top outboard flange by a 37 pin vacuum
feedthrough. The twisted pair continues from there to the digitizer. The digitizer
consists of three 14 bit D-Tacq ACQ216 CPCI 16 channel instruments capable of
sampling i 2.5 V up to 10 MHz, with each channel having a 12 kQ input impedance.
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Figure 3-14: a.) The mutual coupling of the pickup coil with an external field as
affected by various shielding components. b.) The corresponding configuration of
the shields. It appears that the thin steel shim stock reduces coupling (red and green
curves) while the molybdenum tiles actually concentrate the field in the coil (magenta
and black curves) and increase the coupling comparable to that with no shielding at
all (blue curve) .
Chapter 4
Analysis
The active MHD hardware described in the preceding chapter reveals the nature of
Alfven eigenmodes by external excitation with antennas. This chapter will cover the
analysis of the measured signals to retrieve the characteristics of the resonant plasma
modes. Section 4.1 of this chapter will consider the analysis from an ideal perspective,
assuming that the measured signals are noiseless and uncorrupted. Section 4.2 will
deal with the non-idealities of the diagnostic system that make the analysis more
difficult.
4.1 Signal Processing to obtain the System Re-
sponse
TAEs are damped by four primary mechanisms as discussed in Chapter 2, including
coupling to the continuum, ion and electron Landau damping, radiative losses on
kinetic Alfv6n waves, and collisional absorption. The damping mechanisms oppose
processes that excite the modes, such as energetic particle gradients and resonant par-
ticle orbits. Although the excitation and damping terms cannot be directly measured
individually, their net effect is measurable when the damping exceeds the excitation.
In this regime the plasma is stable, and the net damping rate defines the stability of
the plasma in the TAE frequency range.
From a transient perspective, the net damping rate of the plasma is exhibited
by the decay of its impulse response, h(t), the natural response of the plasma to an
impulse. Specifically, the ratio of the period of oscillation of h(t) to the exponential
decay time is called the net damping rate. As the plasma approaches instability, the
net damping rate approaches zero. If the plasma is represented by a linear, time
invariant (LTI) and stable system function H(s), its impulse response is
1 'io+a
h(t) = - + H(s)esds = 2- 1H(s) (4.1)27r 
-ioo+a
This suggests a method to determine h(t), and thus the stability of the plasma.
Namely,
1. measure H(s)
2. calculate h(t) via equation 4.1, the inverse Laplace transform of H(s), and
3. observe the damping rate in h(t).
To measure the plasma system function H(s), the plasma is excited by the an-
tenna's magnetic field, x(t) = 2-X(s); simultaneously, the plasma response y(t) =
Y- 1 H(s)X(s), which contains information about the system function H(s), is ob-
served. The frequency of x(t) ranges over a band about the TAE frequency to manifest
H(s) at those frequencies. The following sections discuss several important details
in the process of determining the net damping rate from the measurements, x(t) and
y (t).
First, the signals x(t) and y(t) are real, while a complex-valued H(s) is required
to calculate h(t) in Equation 4.1. Section 4.1.1 describes how a complex-valued H(s)
is obtained from x and y.
Secondly, in practice the excitation x(t) is restricted to real frequencies so that
s -+ jw and Equation 4.1 becomes the inverse Fourier transform. This is permissible
so long as H(s) is stable. Therefore the method of active MHD is applicable only to
Alfven eigenmodes that experience more damping than excitation, and thus have net
stability. In the absence of external excitation, stable eigenmodes have zero ampli-
tude and are not observed by passive diagnostics. The stability and other important
characteristics of H(s) are discussed in Section 4.1.2.
Thirdly, the observation of the system function H is limited to a discrete, finite
frequency basis due to the digital nature of the hardware and the limited time of the
experiment. With sampling period T and N samples, the fundamental frequency is
27rNT
and
s- {jkwolk = k-, k~ + 1, ..., k+1
t -+ nTjn = 0, ..., N - 1}
H(s) - H(jkwo)
h(t) -+ h(nT)
x(t) -- x(nT)
y(t) - y(nT)
On this frequency basis, Equation 4.1 becomes the equivalent Fourier series, truncated
to the frequency band of excitation,
k+
h(t) ( H(jkwo)eJkwonT (4.2)
k=k-
The result of this calculation for a measured resonance is plotted in Figure 4-1. This
approximation for h(nT) includes the response of all mechanisms that couple the
antenna to the pickup coils, including undesired ones such as direct coupling. It is
also negatively affected by the truncation of the frequency range.
An analytic function H(s) of a complex and continuous s can be sought to approx-
imate H(jwok), and allows the behavior of the TAE to be isolated. Many physical
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Figure 4-1: a) For a TAE resonance with damping rate of 6.7%: the measured system
response (solid blue); the analytic approximation to the system response (dashed
blue); the response of the dominant pole term, residue/(s - pole), isolated from
the analytic approximation (dashed black), which is exactly part of a circle that
passes through 0, marked by a cross; the measured response minus the non-dominant
terms of the analytic approximation (solid black). b) The corresponding impulse
responses of the system responses in Fig (a), calculated by: the truncated Fourier
series of Equation 4.2 using the measured dominant term (solid black); using the
analytic dominant term (dashed black) in Equation 4.2; and the analytic solution to
the inverse Laplace transform (Equation 4.1) for the analytic dominant term (red).
The large discrepancy between the results of the inverse Laplace transform and the
Fourier series is due to the truncation.
LTI systems can be accurately described by differential equations taking the form
mn aIx n IT
b = ai (4.3)
with the associated system function,
H= = m bis
X aisi'
obtained from the Laplace transform of both sides of equation 4.3. This suggests that
the analytic approximation to H(jwok) should take the form of a ratio of polynomials
of s. The process of finding the best analytic approximation for a given H(jwok) is
described in Section 4.1.3. Conveniently, the inverse Laplace transforms of rational
functions are analytic and well-known, so that the damping rate (as well as the
frequency of oscillation and phase) of h(t) can be determined by inspection of H(s)
in its partial fraction form [124].
Finally, noise in the measurement leads to error in the final result. The error is
quantified in Appendix A.
4.1.1 Synchronous Detection
The frequency response H(jw) of a system can be extracted from the input and
output signals using a process known as synchronous detection. Obtaining a complex
system function from real signals requires the construction of a complex reference
signal, r(nT), with Fourier series coefficients R(jwok) defined by:
01 0 <k <N
R(jwok)= { 2 (4.4)
2X(jok) - <k <0
The difference j(r - x) is called the Hilbert transform of x [124]. This one-sided
property of R will prove to be useful in the following manipulation.
Synchronous detection is accomplished by mixing the output with the reference:
y(nT) - r(nT) =
N-1
S (Y * R) ejkuonT
k=O
N-1
= 
jkwonT
k=0
N-1Z Y(jwop) -R (jwo (k - p))
p=O
and then filtering with an ideal low-pass filter, F(jwok), defined by the Fourier series
coefficients
F(jwok) = 1, k = lN,
0, k 1 iN
1 E integers
During a short time interval the frequency of excitation of the antenna is essentially
limited to a single frequency woko, so that X(jwok) has the coefficients
k lN k ko,
k #lN ko
I E integers
Then the coefficients of Y that do not correspond to iN - ko are wiped out:
N-1 N-1
= (: F(jwok) ejkwonT I:f * (y(nT) .r(nT))
k=O
Y(jwop)R(jwo(k - p))
p=O
N-1
=S Y(jwop)R(-jwop)
p=o
= Y(jwoko)R(-jwoko)
H(jwoko)X(jwoko)R(-jwoko) (4.5)
where the property of R described in Equation 4.4 has been used in the third line.
The same process is carried out with the input, x(nT), to achieve
f * (x(nT) -r(nT)) = X(jwoko)R(-jwoko). (4.6)
Finally, the right side of Equation 4.5 is divided by the right side of Equation 4.6 to
X(jwok) =
finite,
0,
give the system response at the frequency of excitation:
H(jwoko) = H(jwoko)X(jwoko)R(-jwoko)
X(jwoko)R(-jwoko)
4.1.2 Properties of H(s)
As previously discussed, the plasma system function is naturally modelled by a ratio
of polynomials in s,
bH s m + bm_1s- + + boH(s) ± ~ s 1 ±..±a
s" + an-1sn~1 + - - - + ao
where the polynomial coefficients bi and ai are to be chosen so that H(s) matches the
measured data, H(jwok), as closely as possible. This form corresponds to a differential
equation in the time domain and can accurately describe the system. The resulting
rational transform, H(s), is in general not proper, and can be decomposed by the
method of partial fractions into a polynomial with real coefficients plus conjugate
pairs of strictly proper rational functions,
H(s)= (d,, - n +-do) + + +-+ 2 + 2
(4.7)
The properties of the plasma system function are conveniently discussed in terms of
this partial fraction expansion of H(s).
Each conjugate pair of strictly proper fractions represents a TAE resonance. The
impulse response of the TAE is therefore
h(t) 2q {ce'ei't}
The magnitude and phase of the resonance are exhibited by c, the residue of H at the
pole, p. The decay rate and resonant angular frequency of oscillation are exhibited
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Figure 4-2: Measured data is shown for a resonance in shot 1060602030 (yellow), in
which the frequency was swept from 452 kHz to 576 kHz. In comparison, each term
in Equation 4.7 of the fitted system function H is also plotted: the dominant pole
(cyan); the conjugate pole (blue); the constant term (magenta); the linear term (red);
the quadratic term (black); and the measurement noise (green). The dots mark the
576 kHz data point. The angle of the black diameter in the dominant resonance circle
corresponds to the angle of the resonance.
by the real and imaginary parts of the pole. The damping rate is defined by the
ratio 7y/w. Since the TAEs observed by active MHD are stable, the poles must have
negative real parts.
The form ' is a bilinear mapping of s which maps a straight line in the s plane
to a circle passing through the origin. A circular trajectory of the measured H(jwok)
is therefore recognized as evidence of a TAE resonance. Data for a typical shot is
shown in Figure 4-2. The magnitude I reaches a maximum on the path s = jw
when s - p is real and corresponds to the point on the circle opposite the origin,
so it is clear that the angle of the circle around the origin is equal to the phase of
the resonance. The diameter of the circle is determined by the magnitude of the
resonance and the damping rate. Since the poles are in the left-half plane, the circle
is traversed clock-wise as the frequency increases.
Near w = f {p}, the trajectory of H(s) is dominated by the TAE resonance term,
, and should be roughly circular. The other terms on the right side of Equation
4.7 also contribute to the shape of the trajectory, and have significance to physical
mechanisms, besides the TAE, that couple the antennas to the pickup coils.
First, the conjugate term ' is present because the TAE response is real. It
contributes a small arc that distorts the circular trajectory. Furthermore, the coef-
ficients of this term are not free to be determined, since they are conjugates of the
coefficients in the dominant term.
The constant term do represents direct coupling of the input to the output: its
impulse response is an impulse. The constant term displaces the circular trajectory
from the origin without distortion.
The linear term d1s represents inductive coupling of the antenna magnetic field to
the pickup coil, where the output is the derivative of the input. Its impulse response
is the unit doublet. The linear term contributes a vertical skew (along the imaginary
axis) to the trajectory of H(s).
The quadratic term d2s2 represents coupling of the input's second derivative to
the output. It contributes a horizontal skew (along the real axis) to the trajectory.
More terms can be included in the polynomial of Equation 4.7 to improve the fit
to the measured data. However, higher order terms are not motivated by theoretical
derivations of TAE behavior, and they may incorrectly absorb some of the response
that should rather be attributed to the dominant pole. The task of finding the best
coefficients for the rational function is discussed next.
4.1.3 Parametric Fitting of the System Function H(s)
To find the best coefficients bi and ai for the rational function H(s), the approximation
B(s) _bms+bm1s"-l+---+boH(jwok) ~ H(s) = Bs- ,+ {s = jwok} (4.8)
A (s) sn + an_1sn-1 + - - - + ao
is optimized over a suitable metric for a selected set of coils. Several considerations
are brought to bear when forming the metric.
First, Equation 4.8 could be linearized by multiplying by A(s), which has the
adverse effect of emphasizing terms with large A(s), and therefore small H(s). To
avoid this emphasis, the optimization is performed iteratively; then, in each iteration,
Equation 4.8 is linearized instead by the normalized factor
A(s)
A_ 1(s)
where A_ 1(s) is the solution of A(s) from the previous iteration. The first iteration
assumes that A_1 (s) = 1.
A second consideration is that multiple pickup coils in the detection array measure
the local plasma response to the antenna excitation, each coil producing its own
output signal and associated system function. Because the TAE is a global mode,
each coil should observe the same eigenmode, ePt. This requires that the system
functions relating each coil to the antenna all share the same denominator, A(s).
Thirdly, the coefficients bi and ai must be real because H is a real system.
Finally, the orders of B(s) and A(s) are chosen to be small but allow for a suitable
fit of the data. Also, the excitation frequency, jwok, at each finite time interval is
obtained from the largest term in the Fourier series of the input, X(jwok) over that
time interval.
For each coil and each frequency, the approximation error is
A(s) B(s)
e~~ =A- -Hs)+
The approximation is optimized in the least squares sense at each iteration. That is,
Y (E*E)
coils freq's
is minimized. The optimal solution at each iteration is given by a closed form matrix
equation that is developed below. In the following notation, the subscripts on H and
the coefficients bi identify the coil and run over the integers from 1 -+ v where v is
the number of coils in the set. Likewise, the subscripts on s identify the frequency
and run over the integers from 1 -- w, where w is the number of discrete samples
of H(jwok). The equations relating the samples of H(jwok) to the fitted H(s) can
be compactly represented by a single matrix relation, where each row represents the
measurement at one coil for one frequency:
His-,' Hi(si)
A_1 A-1,
H1s- H1 (s,)
A_1 A_1
Hsn-~
A_1
A-1
Hv(si)
A-1)
Hv ( s, )
A-1
which will be abbreviated here by
e = -D + Su.
and u is to be optimized. The best solution for u satisfies
0 = 6 .au
~1(s1)
~i
Hism
A_ 1
H1s
m
A_1
-1
A_1 A-1
A_1 A- 1
.. .0 -0
am-1
ao
beO
-S . _-1
A-1 A-1
A-1 A-1_E, (SW)
Noting that 2-= I, an expression for u is
S (Su - D)* (Su - D)
au au
= ((Su)* Su - (Su)* D - D*Su + D*D)
S Su+ (Su)* S(
au au T u _ S
S*SU + ((Su)* S)T - S*D - (D*S)T
S*Su + (S*S)'u - S*D - (S* D)'
= f{S*S} u - f{S*D}
D- D*S auT
(9u)
=0
Solving for u gives
u =2 f{S*S} 2f{S*D}
Here u, containing the coefficients bi and aj, is purely real. If the constraint that
the system function polynomials have real coefficients is removed, the system function
can be expanded about the dominant pole as in a Laurent series. It is unclear which
convention more easily accomodates a variable number of overlapping poles and fits
the measured data more closely. A system function expanded about a single pole can
be formulated in a way similar to the process described above, as follows:
H =-C- + ao + a1(s - p) + a2(s - P)2 +---
s - p
where the pole p and the coefficients ak are complex and are to be determined by
iteration as before. The equation is linearized by multiplying by (Sp) where p_1(s-p-1) erP-
was determined in the previous iteration; in the first iteration, p-1 is assumed to be
P-1 = (j + 0.05) * 27r5 x 105 Hz, a typical value. The coefficients are separated into
real and imaginary parts and the matrix equation for one coil for at one frequency is:
H Pr
iH p
I K-1,r
S K0,r
HS= 32Hs K'
is KO'i
iS2
where
K_1 1 -p p2  --. a_1
Ko 0 1 -2p -.. ao
Ki 0 0 1 --- ai
--- - - --- --- colk col -row -
\row) kPJ
The equations for all coils at all frequencies are then solved simultaneously as before
and the calculation is iterated to refine the pole.
4.2 Compensation
The ideal linear, time-invariant (LTI) model of the diagnostic system is shown in
Figure 4-3. In this model the transfer function, Y(jw)/X(jw), is exactly proportional
to the resonant plasma frequency response.
x -) A1 = 1 - -R( jw) -- 
-+B -=1 y
Figure 4-3: Block diagram of the ideal model of the diagnostic system. The only non-
constant element in this model is the resonant plasma frequency response, R(jw, t).
The various signals and factors are defined as,
x(t) = - j X(jw)ewdw antenna current21r 
_00
A1  antenna frequency response function
r
R(jw, t) = resonant plasma frequency response function
s-p
Bk magnetic probe frequency response function
y(t) = Y(jw)endw voltage of magnetic probe k at data acquisition
The analysis of the previous section extracted the resonant plasma frequency re-
sponse from the observed time signals of a simple but slightly more realistic model of
the diagnostic, depicted in Figure 4-4. For clarity, the observed signals were assumed
to be the sum of at most two linear factors: a non-resonant response showing a weak
function of frequency, representing the direct coupling of the antenna to the mag-
netic probes; and when sufficiently excited, the resonant component representing the
Alfven eigenmode, characterized by a complex root and exhibiting a strong function
of frequency. In that model, the time-variation of these two responses due to their
dependence on the plasma configuration was acknowledged. The gain of the hardware
that couples the diagnostic to the plasma, however, was tacitly assumed to be real
and constant.
Non-ideal behavior was introduced into the model as the direct coupling term,
D(jw, t) = d2s2 + dis + do non-resonant plasma frequency response function
In this thesis, the complex, time- and frequency-dependent collective frequency re-
sponse function from the input to the output of the diagnostic system, including the
Figure 4-4: Block diagram of the simple two-factor system that was adopted in the
analysis of the previous section.
plasma behavior, is called the system response and is denoted by H(jw, t). It is,
YOW) - H(jw, t) = Bk(R + D)A 1X(jw)
The frequency response function of an individual component of the system, such as
the antenna, is called, for example, the antenna response (denoted above by A1 ). The
combined response of all the instrumentation is called the diagnostic response, and
is,
HD = A1 - Bk.
For the simple system that was analyzed in the previous section, the diagnostic re-
sponse was real and constant. Then the system response was just proportional to the
plasma response, P = R + D.
In contrast to the simple system of Figure 4-4, the mechanisms of the actual diag-
nostic have responses that are complex functions of frequency and time. In addition,
the two antennas must be recognized as distinct inputs to the system - being sourced
by separate amplifiers, their currents can be different. A block diagram representa-
tion of the actual system is shown in Figure 4-5. The current and frequency response
of the upper and lower antennas are distinguished in Figure 4-5 by the respective
Figure 4-5: Block diagram of the full system, showing the frequency and time-
dependence of all components, and treating the two antennas separately. Noise is
also included.
subscripts 1 and 2. The additional terms are:
CA coupling of the antenna to the plasma
CBk coupling of plasma to the magnetic probe
nk noise
The coupling terms CA and CB describe the significant dependence on the plasma
configuration of the coupling between the diagnostic instrumentation and the plasma.
While noise is distributed to some extent on every node of the system, it is equivalent
to aggregate all the noise at the second summation. The response of the full system
is,
H(jw) = ( A1 .CA1+ A2 -CA2) - (R + D + N) - CBk - B.
The non-ideal factors A, CA, D, nk, CBk and Bk introduced in Figure 4-5 distort
the system response from the desired resonant plasma response, R(jw, t). Each fac-
tor contributes phase and gain that are functions of frequency and vary over time.
These distortions influence the acquisition of the Alfven eigenmode characteristics.
In particular, the AE damping rate is sensitive to the frequency profile of the phase
and amplitude, while the toroidal mode number is sensitive to the relative phase
among probes. (The relative amplitude among the probes is also distorted but is of
lesser consequence in the analysis.) To acquire the true Alfven eigenmode behav-
ior, R(jw, t), the observed system response H(jw, t) must be compensated for the
response of all of the non-ideal factors.
The compensation process must therefore separate the character of observed Alfven
eigenmodes from the extraneous functions A, CA, D, nk, CBk and Bk, within satis-
factory bounds of uncertainty. The investigation proceeds in the order of achievable
precision as follows. First it must be determined whether a resonance has truly been
observed. This requires discriminating the general shape of the resonant plasma be-
havior from peaks in amplitude and shifts in phase that result from non-ideal behavior
of the diagnostic. If the discrimination is successful, the second task is to seek the
pole of the resonance, which describes the resonant frequency and the damping rate
of the eigenmode. The pole is determined by the frequency derivative of the system
response, but is insensitive to its phase or absolute value. Finally, the residues are
obtained to determine the toroidal structure of the mode. The toroidal mode number
is sensitive to the relative phase among probes.
This section of the thesis examines the non-ideal factors of the diagnostic and
their requisite compensation during the analysis process just described. The first
two subsections address the compensation from two paradigms of non-ideal behavior.
First, the normal non-ideal behavior that represents the expected response of the
diagnostic is quantified. Normal behavior includes the ambiguity of the contributions
from the multiple-inputs x1 (t) and x2 (t), the frequency-dependent transconductance
of the antennas, A1 and A 2 , the magnetic probe self-resonances, Bk, the variable
coupling between diagnostic instruments and plasma, CA and CBk, and the direct
coupling of antenna to probe, D. These factors are divided, subtracted or otherwise
eliminated from the system response to isolate the resonant component, R. In the
normal paradigm, the antenna and probe responses, A and B, are taken to be time-
invariant; all time dependence in the instrument-plasma coupling is assumed by the
coupling factors, CA and CB. The direct coupling, D, is also a function of time. The
noise, nk(t) is assumed to have zero mean and its influence on precision is therefore
taken up in the error analysis of Appendix A.
The second subsection concerns the pathological or irregular modes of the di-
agnostic that often have serious implications for the interpretation of data. The
pathological modes include glitches in the tuning network relays, corruption of the
waveform gating pulses and accompanying current attenuation, saturation of data
acquisition channels, and delays in the data acquisition clocks. Pathological behavior
tends to be intermittent and is therefore compensated on a case-by-case basis. None
of the terms are assumed to be time-invariant in the pathological paradigm, and some
of the irregular behavior is also non-linear.
The purpose of the first two subsections is to extract the accurate character of the
AEs from distorted data. For simplicity, each non-ideal behavior will be examined in
isolation. When it comes to real experiments, however, these distortions often occur
simultaneously, making it much more difficult to accurately disentangle their effects.
Since some of the non-ideal factors resemble the behavior of Alfven eigenmodes, there
is concern that events that are claimed to be AEs are in fact the result of incomplete
compensation for non-ideal behavior of the diagnostic. To address this concern, the
third subsection discriminates AEs from non-ideal events by directly comparing their
distributions in time and frequency.
How good must the compensation be? Assuming the mere existence of an Alfv6n
eigenmode has been satisfied, we can estimate the required precision of the compensa-
tion that allows meaningful measurements of mode damping rate and toroidal mode
number. These estimates will guide the compensation effort.
The mode damping rate depends on the frequency derivative of the system re-
sponse, as described above. Uncertainty in the derivative must therefore be signifi-
cantly smaller than the typical derivative that is due to an Alfven eigenmode, which
will now be calculated. The plasma response is,
P-D+R
r
=D + .
where r is the residue and (jwo - -y) is the pole. The plasma response changes most
rapidly at the resonant frequency and its normalized derivative there is,
18P 1lr .1 1 .1 R
= -- 2 3 3 [kHz-1P aw P y2 DyD/g +1 1 D '
where R(jwo) = r/y. The required precision increases with the ratio of direct to
resonant signal, |DI/|R|: on probes near the antenna, that ratio is about 5.
When D(jwo)/R(jwo) is approximately real, the plasma response changes primar-
ily in phase at resonance. Then the maximum frequency derivative of the plasma
response phase is,
a (1 1 |IRI 1(ZP) - arctan -zz/ 1 1 1 [rad. kHz-].Bo (Y D/r + 1 |DI -y
For modes with damping rates of 7/wo = -5% and resonant frequencies of fo
750 kHz, the rate of phase change is about -0.3 -kHz- 1 at resonance. A reasonable
precision to require in the slope of the phase is therefore t0.1 -kHz-.
When D(joo/R(jwo) is large and approximately imaginary, it is the amplitude of
the plasma response that is changing quickly at resonance. The rate of change of the
amplitude is,
a 20 1 BP 20 1 IRI(20 logo P1) =n( -- O [dB. khz 1 ]
Bo ln(10) P Bo ln(10) -y |D I
which is about 0.05 dB -kHz- for a mode having 'y/wo = -5% and fo = 750 kHz. A
reasonable precision to require in the slope of the amplitude is therefore ±0.02 dB
kHz- 1 .
With respect to the toroidal mode number, the accuracy of the analysis depends
on the relative phase of the plasma response among the probes. The most complete
toroidal array available in this experiment consists of ten probes separated by various
toroidal angles, as depicted in Figure 4-6. The sensitivity of the toroidal mode number
to phase error is not equal among probes, since the probes are not equally spaced.
Nonetheless, the minimum mean phase error that can be tolerated on any set of
probes while still ensuring that the toroidal mode number will be correctly identified
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Figure 4-6: The positions of the magnetic probes that compose a toroidal array are
marked with + symbols. For angular reference, the centerline of the diagnostic ports
are marked with circles and labelled with the corresponding port name. The angles of
the probes are listed in radians in the machine coordinates, with zero degrees at the
A port centerline. The active MHD antenna is also shown between G and H ports.
is calculated as,
N 
)
o= 1 min min ±(n~k- b2 n E [-20,20] b E [0,27r] \ =N
where #k is the toroidal angle of each probe; N is the number of probes, n is the
integer toroidal mode number and ranges from -20 to 20, the reasonable set of
modes that could be observed; and b is the phase offset of the plasma response and
ranges from 0 to 27r. For the unequally spaced arrangement of ten probes used in the
experiment, the mean tolerable error is o = ±24*. In summary, the distortions from
the diagnostic response that can be tolerated are:
&
a(ZP) < 0.1 -kHz-1
'9w
1 BP < 0.02 dB -kHz-' (4.9)
P 09U
o < 240
In observations where the uncertainties are considerably greater than the required
precision calculated in Criteria 4.9, the experimental results are rendered inconclusive.
The challenge of the compensation problem to overcome this dilemma is epitomized
in the system response plotted in Figure 4-7. The figure compares the behavior of the
Alfven eigenmode to the non-resonant system response during a shot. Features that
require compensation in the particular data of this figure include a phase lag due to
a glitch in the data acquisition clock; distortion from the probe response; addition of
the direct coupling term; and confusion of the purported resonance with pathological
jumps in phase and amplitude. The analysis that follows in this section will address
these and other issues to demonstrate that the measured system response can be
compensated to a satisfactory precision. A thorough error analysis is subsequently
carried out in Appendix A to arrive at confidence intervals for the derived quantities.
4.2.1 Compensating for Normal Non-Ideal Effects
Two-Input, One-Output problem
When evaluating the measured signals to recover the system response, the currents of
the two antennas must be recognized as separate inputs because they often have subtly
different spectra, due to several causes. First, while the current profiles originate
from the same control system, the two currents are sourced by independent transistor
gating signals. These gating signals are subject to corruption from electromagnetic
noise inside the amplifier rack, so that in the pathological case, the transistors do not
operate in unison. Second, the antenna circuits, including the coaxial transmission
lines, have similar but not identical impedance. Third, the antenna impedances can
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Figure 4-7: An Alfv6n eigenmode observation in shot 1080403010 on probe
BP1TGHK (dark red). The system response is divided into the resonant part (thick
black) and the direct coupling component (blue), based on their respective frequency
responses. This chapter will demonstrate how the resonant signal is separated from
the system response of the rest of the shot, which is shown here in pink. The thin
black line is the response of the diagnostic in vacuum.
be modified independently by the presence of plasma, a phenomenon that will be
discussed in the next subsection. The effect of having different current spectra in
each antenna is readily visible in the measured system response functions. Figure 4-8
shows the measured system response on two probes when both antennas are driven,
for two cases of misguided analysis: first, considering only the upper antenna current
to be the system input (in blue); and second, considering only the lower antenna
current (in red). The derived responses are clearly different for the two cases, and
the difference is accentuated for probes near the antennas (Figure 4-8(a)).
A fourth incentive for treating the inputs separately, and the one that is most
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Figure 4-8: The measured system response of shot 1070626015 on probes a)
BP3T-GHK and b) BP-BC_TOP during the interval 0.274-0.314 [s]. Using two an-
tennas presents the dilemma of choosing which antenna current to view as the input
to the system: here, the blue response is calculated using the upper antenna current,
while the red response is calculated using the lower antenna current. Since both
responses ostensibly describe the same plasma, they should be identical.
severe, relates to the mis-tuning of the amplifiers. The amplifier tuning networks can
mis-tune when relays stick opened or closed, so that each antenna circuit is resonant
at a different frequency. This leads to the appearance of an uncompensated resonance
in the system response and will be discussed after the two-input system is introduced.
With the two-input model in mind, the diagnostic system can accordingly be
reduced to the topology of Figure 4-9 where only the measurable states are considered.
nk
Bk .Car- (R +D) -CA,- A1
22 Bk-Cak-(R+D)-C .A2
Figure 4-9: A block diagram of the system for probe k, collapsed to show only the
measureable signals.
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The condensed system response can be represented by its two factors,
H1,k = Bk CBk (R + D) CA1 A1 ,
H2,k = Bk CBk (R + D) CA2 -A 2 .
Given the Fourier transforms of the measured signals,
Yk jw) j yk(te-' .dt,
the output of each probe is expressed in terms of the system response as:
Yk(jw) = H1,k(jO)X1(OW) + H2,k(jw)X 2 (jW) + Nk(jW).
The diagnostic is a set of k, two-input, single-output systems. For a single two-input,
single-output system, the cross-spectral density functions between the inputs and the
output are expressed in terms of the expectation value over many sampling periods,
denoted E[ ],
31v =E [X*(jo)Y(jw)]
= H1 Sn + H2S 12 + S1n, (4.10)
S2= E [X2*(j)Y(jw)]
= H1S21 + H2S 22 + S2n,
where S12 , S2 1 are the cross-spectral density functions between the inputs,
S12 (jw) = S2 1(jw) = E [X*X 2], (4.11)
S1n and S2n are the cross-spectral density functions between the noise and the inputs,
Sin(jW) = E [Xi'N] , (4.12)
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Figure 4-10: Calculation shows that the incomplete cancellation of distinct resonant
frequencies of the two amplifiers produces a resonant signature that could be mistaken
for a plasma resonance.
and S11 and S22 are the autospectral density functions [125],
Sii(jo) = E [lXi(jo)|2 ]. (4.13)
The important case for considering the antenna currents separately due to mis-
tuned amplifiers can now be made. When the amplifiers are resonantly tuned to
different frequencies, the two antenna currents could be, for example,
X, - 11i*'Yi
(w - (joi - '71))
X2 = 
1 2 - Y2
(jw - (jw2 - -72))
wi = 27r - 686 kHz, 71 /iw = 0.05,
W2 = 27r - 804 kHz, '72 / 2 = 0.05.
The voltage on probe k would then be,
Yk(jw) = H(jw) - (X 1 + X 2 ).
If the two-antenna diagnostic is then simply evaluated as a single-input system as-
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suming the input to be 2 - xi(t), the system response is calculated as,
H(j)ca 1 Sly
2 Sn
1 H. 3I+S12
2 1 Snl
= H -1 + 12 - Y2 (jW - (jWi - 71))~
2 I1 - 71l (jW - (jW2 - 7Y2)).
This constitutes an incomplete pole-zero cancellation, creating a non-physical bilinear
term in the calculated system response that can be mistaken for a plasma resonance.
Figure 4-10 shows how convincing the incomplete cancellation appears in the complex
plane of the system response.
It is clear that if two antennas are used, the two-input model must be instantiated.
The system of equations 4.10 can be solved for the system response, which is what
we seek, when the noise is uncorrelated to the inputs so that Sin S2n = 0. The
solution is:
sl 1 - S12,
H1 (jw) = 22lS1 [ - 7?2]
(4.14)
S2y 1S1 S2y
H2(jW) = i S__
S22 [1 -72
where 7 is the coherence function,
2 |S1212
'Y12 SnS22
Unfortunately, this decomposition is not well-posed for the active MHD diagnostic
system. First, the noise may be correlated to the inputs since the acquisition and
excitation racks share the same ground. Then the terms Sin and S2n are finite and
the system of equations 4.10 is underdetermined. Second, the system is not time-
invariant, so the expectation values of the cross-spectral density functions 4.13 are not
well defined. Third, the inputs are often very well correlated, so that y 2 approaches
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unity and renders Equations 4.14 undefined. And finally, where a field null coincides
with a probe (ie., at a location where the magnetic field contribution of the two
antennas is opposite), the cross-spectral density functions S1 , and S2y, being of low
power, are especially vulnerable to noise.
nk
x ,A1(jo, t) - A Ca(jw, t) -- R(jo, t) _<E -Ca (jo, t) - Bk(jo, t)
-+ D(jo, t)
Figure 4-11: Block diagram of the single-input, single-output (SISO) diagnostic when
only one antenna is active. This disambiguates the contributions of the separate
antennas.
The easiest solution is to operate with only one antenna, which is how the diag-
nostic has usually functioned since the middle of the 2007 campaign. Of course, this
limits the perturbation to half of the available power. To make use of both anten-
nas, they could be configured in series, so that they are guaranteed to have the same
current. The series configuration complicates the grounding of the transmission lines
considerably. Alternatively, one of the antennas could be operated in a chopped mode
to distinguish its contribution on the output. A third option would be to operate the
two antennas at different frequencies. These last two solutions require clever but
feasible signal processing to recover the resonant plasma response.
Henceforth the analysis will be limited to the single-input/single-output represen-
tation of one probe, in Figure 4-11, which measures
H = A - CA . (D + R) - CBk - B. (4.15)
The diagnostic response for a single-antenna system, HD = A - CA - CBk - Bk, repre-
senting the distortion from the antenna and probes and their coupling to the plasma,
remains to be determined.
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Vacuum response
x(t) y(t)
Figure 4-12: Block diagram of the diagnostic system in the absence of plasma. Ne-
glecting pathological behavior, all of the elements are linear time-invariant (LTI).
To converge towards a compensation of the diagnostic response, the plasma re-
sponse R + D can be eliminated by operating the diagnostic in vacuum during test
shots or when the vessel is vented to air. Then the coupling factors, CA and CBk,
are also eliminated and all the plasma-dependent terms are replaced by the vacuum
coupling term, introduced in the block diagram of Figure 4-12 and represented as,
Vk vacuum response: antenna coupling to probe k through vacuum or air
The system response becomes,
Hv = A - V - Bk. (4.16)
The antenna and probe responses, A and Bk, as well as the vacuum response, Vk,
are obviously plasma-independent. When pathological behavior is ignored, these
responses are also linear and time-invariant (LTI). Then the uncertainty due to noise
can be reduced to an arbitrary level by sufficient repetition of the measurement. The
consideration of noise is relegated to Appendix A.
Several methods for measuring the system response in vacuum, Hv, are compared
in Appendix B. The resultant measured functions corresponding to the set of probes
are plotted in Figure 4-13. It is evident that the system response in vacuum lies
outside the bounds of precision that were calculated in Criteria 4.9, and that the
system response differs significantly among probes. Compensation for these distorting
factors is therefore required to derive accurate resonant mode characteristics from the
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Figure 4-13: Measurements of the system response in vacuum, A -V - Bk, for limiter
probes (blue), low-n probes (pink) and low-n, high-frequency probes (red). Dashed
black lines show the limiting precision that is required to recognize resonant plasma
modes, tabulated in Criteria 4.9. Both the amplitude and the phase of the vacuum
response are greater than the limits.
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measured data.
Coupling Fraction
Compensating the system response of a plasma discharge by the vacuum system
response leaves,
H A.CA.(D+R).CBk-Bk
Hv A-Vk-Bk
(4.17)
CA-CBk
= V (D+R).V
Unfortunately, the factor CA - CBk/V remains unknown. Does it also significantly
distort the plasma response? The remainder of this section examines this factor; let
it be called the coupling fraction for probe k, defined as,
CA .CBk
Vk
Physical intuition suggests that the phase shift and frequency dependence of the
coupling fraction should be negligible. To elaborate, the denominator of Hck rep-
resents the field structure of the magnetic dipole antenna. On the scale length of
the vessel diameter, at the excitation frequency below 1 MHz, and in vacuum, the
dipole field is magnetoquasistatic, which precludes any phase shift or frequency de-
pendence. However, the conductive vessel walls and molybdenum tiles surrounding
the probes may complicate that assumption (see [77] and [8]). Likewise, the numer-
ator of Hck represents the behavior of the small volumes surrounding the antenna
and probe k that connect them to the flux surfaces of the TAE during a plasma dis-
charge. The magnetoacoustic phase velocity in those volumes is everywhere greater
than the on-axis Alfven velocity, which is conservatively 8.3 x 106 ms- 1 (for B0 = 5.4
T, ne = 1 x 1020 m- 3, in deuterium). At frequencies around 1MHz, the antenna field
pattern is again magnetoquasistatic in the tens of centimeters between the instru-
ments and the localization of the TAE. The coupling terms CA and CBk, therefore,
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Figure 4-14: Measured system response during shot 1080403015 on probe BP1TGHK
(blue), compared to the system response for the same probe measured in vacuum
(black).
should also be essentially free of phase shift or frequency dependence. By the same
reasoning the direct coupling term, D, should also be real and constant over short
distances.
On the other hand, the coupling fraction does not intuitively have unity amplitude.
The antenna dipole field in vacuum falls off at least as fast as R- 1, and like R- 3 in
the far field. Therefore Vk is much smaller for probes that are far from the antenna,
and their coupling fractions are correspondingly larger.
To test this intuition, the diagnostic response, HD A-CA CBk-Bk, can be further
isolated when the resonant term, R, is eliminated from Equation 4.15, by operating
the diagnostic outside of the resonant plasma regime. This is achieved, for instance, in
shots with greater magnetic safety factor near the plasma edge: the Alfven continuum
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gap closes off and prevents the TAEs from coupling to the diagnostic. Since stably-
resonant discharges are not trivial to achieve, shots having only the direct coupling
term are common. This leaves,
H = A -CA - (D) - CBk -B.
Typical measurements in this regime are plotted in Figure 4-14. Dividing the mea-
surement of the direct term by the system response in vacuum gives,
CACkHk
-A-Ck D = Hok - D.
Vk
Only 15 centimeters separate the probes on the H-port face of the GH limiter
from the upper active MHD antenna. The positioning is visible in Figure 4-16. Yet
contrary to intuition, for some of these probes, the products of the direct term and
the coupling fraction display significant phase shift and frequency dependence. Figure
4-15 plots the products Hck - D for one of these probes. The phase shift is beyond
the margins of acceptable distortion, Criteria 4.9. If the phase shift and frequency
dependence arise from the coupling fraction, they must be compensated from the
measured resonant term, as well.
The coupling fraction cannot be measured independently of the direct plasma
response, D, so it cannot be directly scrutinized. However, any frequency dependence
and any relative amplitude and phase shift among probes that arise from the coupling
fraction mechanisms can be inferred given several rational premises on R, D, and the
coupling fraction itself. In the process, the system response that is measured in
vacuum, Hv, can be validated, for if it were incorrect, the error, E(jw), would be
evident as an additional term in HCk when the quotient H/HV is formed. In other
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Figure 4-15: This figure presents the same data as in Figure 4-14. The measured
system response from shot 1080403015 on probe BP1TGHK has been compensated
by the system response measured in vacuum for that probe, to produce the function
Hck - D. Precision criteria are shown in black. The phase offset of this response lies
outside of the necessary precision of ±24'.
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Figure 4-16: The gap between the antenna and the probes on the GH limiter is
5 - 15 centimeters. On such a small distance, direct coupling might be expected to
be without phase shift.
words,
H CA .CBk(DR)
Hv -eVk 
-E
Hck
- -(D + R).
The inferred frequency dependence, relative amplitude and relative phase shift of
the coupling fraction are now investigated in turn. The insinuation of the vacuum
measurement error, e, into Hck, remains implicit to simplify notation.
Frequency Dependence
The frequency dependent phase of Hck is examined first. It will be shown that if the
coupling fraction only mildly distorts the plasma response, then a limited separation
of Hck - D and Hck - R can be achieved. Any frequency dependence that is common
to both terms over an ensemble of resonant mode observations will then be attributed
to the coupling fraction.
To proceed, the following supposition is made:
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Premise 1. The frequency dependence of the phase of the coupling fraction, Hck, is
weak compared to the antenna and probe responses, A and Bk.
The premise is supported by comparison of HV and H, plotted in Figures 4-13 and
4-14, respectively. Their similarity suggests that most of the frequency dependence of
the phase arises from their common terms, A. Bk, especially when intuition maintains
that CA, CBk, Vk and D are real and constant. The frequency dependence of the
amplitude of Hok is not treated here because it is sensitive to plasma fluctuations and
because it has less influence in the determination of the resonant mode parameters.
Recall that the analysis of Section 4 separates the plasma response into the reso-
nant component, R, and the direct coupling component, D, based on their frequency
dependence, which is determined primarily by the pole, p = (joo + -). The resonant
term, R, is assigned the resonant part of the response, if it exists, and the rest is
assigned to the direct term, D.
r r*
H(s) +- +d 2s2 +d 1s+do
s-p s-p*
R D
Under Premise 1, the same method can be applied to the partially compensated
plasma response, Hok -(R + D), to accurately recover the resonant frequency and the
phase of Hck(jWo) - R(joo). This is evident after linearizing Hck in frequency about
wo and applying the perturbation to the resonant term. Defining the first derivative
of the coupling fraction to be,
Ok HCkOja
8w wuo U)o
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implicit observation
implicit observation
Figure 4-17: Block diagram showing the implicit observation points that are enabled
by the frequency-response distinction between the two spatially-separated volumes.
the resonant term becomes,
Hck(jW) R ~ HCko 1 +j(- 1)a) jW-(jwo+Y)wo j r-(wo+
Hcko r
j(W - WO)(1 + 2) - (7 - (W - WO)2
HckO r/(1 +
j(w - wo) - ( - (W - WO)23)/( +wo
The weak frequency dependence of Hck primarily influences the real part of the pole
and the amplitude of the residue. Therefore the resonant frequency, and the phase of
the product Hcko -R(jwo), are accurately separated from the combined measurement
of Hck (R + D). Likewise, the phase of HCko - D(jwo) is also accurately determined.
Implicit in this frequency-based distinction is a spatial separation of the two sig-
nals. Whereas the resonant behavior originates on a set of radially-localized flux
surfaces in the plasma core, the direct coupling occurs in the rest of the vessel, in-
cluding the essential vacuum outside the scrape-off layer. It is interesting that the
differing frequency responses of these two regimes allows internal states of the di-
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Figure 4-18: For an ensemble of resonances over a range of frequencies, the phases
of HCk - D and HCk R are uncorrelated, suggesting that the phase of the common
factor, Hck, is not frequency dependent.
agnostic system to be observed independently, even though they are not directly
measureable. One might consider this to be primitive MHD spectroscopy [126]. Fig-
ure 4-17 illustrates the concept. In addition, the two components R and D, while
both magnetohydrodynamic in origin, arise from distinct plasma behavior.
Given these distinctions, one should not expect R and D to be similarly dependent
on frequency. Therefore it could be supposed that,
Premise 2. Any common frequency dependence between Hcko - R(jwo) and Hcko
D(jwo) over the ensemble of observed resonant modes is due to the factor they share,
which is the coupling fraction, Hck.
Figure 4-18 shows that the phases of Hcko -R(jwo) and HCko -D(jwo) are essentially
uncorrelated. Premise 2 implies that their disparate phase variation is rather due to
the individual behavior of R and D, and not to the coupling fraction.
The phase of the coupling fraction can be assumed constant with frequency.
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Figure 4-19: Mean amplitude of Hck over the ensemble of n = 0 resonances for the
upper toroidal array of probes. Normalized to the mean amplitude of R(jwo) on probe
BP1T_GHK. Probes nearest the antenna have the strongest coupling in vacuum and
hence the smallest coupling fraction.
Amplitude
The relative amplitude of the coupling fraction from probe to probe is dictated in
large part by the vacuum response, Vk, which is very small for probes far from the
antenna. The probe coupling term, CBk, also contributes, because the probes are
not all at the same major radius. Their distance from the plasma edge varies by 8
mm, depending on the adjacent diagnostics that they must not shadow, and so the
coupling to the plasma also varies among probes..
On the other hand, it is true that,
Premise 3. The amplitude of the resonant term, R, is independent of toroidal angle.
In fact, the existence of AEs is predicated on their global nature, including axisym-
metry. Any variation among probes in the amplitude of the measurement, Hck - R,
can therefore be attributed to the coupling fraction. Figure 4-19 shows the mean vari-
ation of Hck among probes over the ensemble of observed plasma resonances. The
resonant signal amplitudes on each probe are balanced with this result to achieve
equal weighting in the fitting procedures of Section 4.
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Phase
The relative phase of the resonant term, R, from probe to probe is determined by the
mode's toroidal wavelength. Again, the axisymmetry of the resonant mode constrains
the possible values of the coupling fraction. Several new variables are useful to proceed
with the analysis:
ni integer toroidal mode number
k toroidal angular position of probe k
/Rk,n phase of R mod 27r at probe k for mode ni
#HCk phase of Hck mod 27
Pni,k integer factor of 27r at probe k for mode ni
bni phase offset at = 0 for resonant mode ni
From the axisymmetry of Alfven eigenmodes it is true that,
Premise 4. Observed resonant modes have integer toroidal mode numbers.
Consequently the phase of the resonant term on each probe has an integral relation
to the toroidal angular position of the probe:
ORk,n= ni (k + Pk,n, 2 7 + bn.
Of course, only the combination #Rk,n -i- #Hok can be measured. Since #Hok is inde-
pendent of toroidal mode number, ni, the difference,
(Hck + ORk,ni) -ni k + Pk,n,2 7r bn - HCk (4.18)
measured quantity
should be common to every resonant mode in the ensemble of observations, given
the correct choice of mode numbers ni. A similar method is proposed in [11]. The
coincidence of the RHS of Equation 4.18 for multiple distinct toroidal modes is not
trivial when the probes are unequally spaced. (For equally spaced probes, degenerate
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(a) Best fit: blue n = 0; green n = -6; red n = 4. Circles show mean phase of coupling fraction.
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Figure 4-20: Relative phase of coupling fraction for toroidal array of probes, showing
the best two permutations of surmised toroidal mode numbers for the three sample
modes. The blue x's represent stable n = 0 modes observed on runday 1080403010;
the green x's correspond to unstable n = -6 modes observed on 1080110031; and the
red x's correspond to unstable n = 4 modes observed on 1080110021. The contrast
between the best permutation of mode numbers (top) and the next best permutation
(bottom) is stark and convincing.
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solutions would exist). Three types of recognizably similar resonant modes were
tested against relation 4.18: a stable mode with toroidal mode number n = 0, and
two unstable modes with toroidal mode numbers of n = -6 and n = 4. Figure 4-20(a)
shows that the phase of the coupling fraction is common and small for this ensemble
of resonant mode observations. Uncertainty in the phase of the coupling fraction for
all probes, marked with error bars, is less than ±150, within the bounds of ±24' set
by Criteria 4.9. Therefore the phase of the coupling fraction is generally finite but
not large enough to obscure the toroidal mode number.
The measurement of unstable modes does not include the antenna coupling term,
CA. Nevertheless, CA is the same for the coupling fraction of every probe, and since
common terms do not contribute in this comparison of relative phase among probes,
use of unstable modes in the analysis is valid. In addition, this test simultaneously
confirms that the suspected mode numbers n = {0, -6, 4} are accurate, since they
result in the most consistent RHS of Equation 4.18.
In this section, the normal non-ideal behavior of the diagnostic has been quantified.
The distortion from the antenna, the magnetic probes, and the coupling of those
instruments to the plasma have been addressed. It has been shown that the resonant
component of the measured signal can be isolated to a satisfactory degree such that
the characteristics of the plasma resonance can be reliably derived.
In practice, several pathological effects must first be reconciled before the mea-
sured signals are useable.
4.2.2 Compensating for Pathological Non-Ideal Effects
Several instrument faults occur frequently enough in the course of experiments that
they must be addressed rather than discarding the affected data.
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Time-base offset
The data acquisition system consists of three 16-channel boards that normally sample
at rates between 2.5 MHz and 10 MHz. Each board produces its own sampling trigger
in synchronization with an external clock. On approximately one third of shots, the
triggers of some boards may be offset by an integer multiple of samples. It appears
that this fault is a deficiency in the design of the boards and cannot be remedied.
When the time base of two signals is offset, their cross-spectral density function
will have a frequency-dependent phase offset. For an offset of n samples at sampling
frequency F, the phase offset at frequency w is,
og = Fw [radians].
The system response measured on many of the probes suffers from such phase offsets.
They can be repaired in post-shot processing by removing the offset in the time base,
if it is known.
After this fault was discovered, one channel of each board was tied to a common
square-wave signal. Then the detection of the time-base offset can be automated by
comparing the timing of the square-wave edges. In fact, it is possible to recognize
timing-offsets by correlating the noise on the common signal: the square wave is not
even necessary.
To recover data in shots prior to the discovery of the time-base offset, the phase
of the system response for one probe on each board can be compared to their usual
performance. Extra slope in phase with respect to frequency indicates a relative offset
in the time-base between the corresponding boards. Figure 4-21 shows the response
of a probe suffering from a timing offset, compared to its usual system response.
This fault represents a pathological binary time-dependence in the probe response,
Bk.
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Figure 4-21: The usual phase of the system response measured on a probe, compared
to the frequency dependence of the phase when the time-base of the data acquisition
board has an offset.
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Figure 4-22: Calculated current at the vacuum feedthrough for 11 Q effective output
resistance of the amplifier (pink curve with peak at 723 kHz) and 5.5 Q (other pink
and red peaks), matches the measured currents (black) at full output and when some
of the MOSFETs fail.
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Figure 4-23: The saturation of some probe signals at the data acquisition results in an
attenuated system response (red). The behavior is intermittent because saturation
does not occur (blue) when the antenna current is reduced due to MOSFET gate
corruption (see Figure 4-22). Resonances are verified to fall outside of the attenuated
probe signal (purple).
Current attenuation
The gating signals that operate the MOSFETs in the amplifiers pass between the
control crate and the amplifier crates inside a shielded rack. On that path they can
be corrupted by noise from the amplifiers, and subsequently fail to drive the gates as
intended. Schematic 3-2 depicts the amplifiers, which consist of four parallel n-type
MOSFETs sourcing the positive half of the antenna waveform, and four parallel p-
type MOSFETs that source the negative half of the waveform. Each MOSFET is in
series with a 22 Q resistor. During normal operation, the effective output resistance
of the amplifier is therefore 5.5 Q. When MOSFETs fail to saturate or cut-off, they
increase the effective impedance of the amplifiers, attenuating the current. The ef-
fective impedance becomes 7.3, 11 or 22 Q. Figure 4-22 shows that the intermittent
current attenuation measured at the vacuum feedthrough matches this pattern of
fault in the MOSFETs.
The current attenuation does not affect the measurement of the diagnostic system
response, since the system is for the most part linear. A non-linearity is encountered
when the data acquisition saturates.
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Acquisition Saturation
The direct coupling term, D, is large enough for some probes near the antenna that
the signal at the acquisition input exceeds 2.5 V, the maximum measurable voltage.
The amplitude of the system response on these probes is artificially reduced in that
situation. Since the reduction in recorded voltage reflects the profile of the current
amplitude, the modified system response resembles resonant behavior. Figure 4-23
shows the modified system response for a saturating probe near the antenna.
The behavior is intermittent because the acquisition channel does not saturate
when the current is attenuated due to MOSFET faults, as described above. This
fault represents a pathological time-dependent non-linearity in the response of select
probes, Bk. The affected probes are not routinely used in the analysis of observed
modes because they are situated at different elevations than the primary toroidal
array of probes.
Tuning gaps
The amplifiers incorporate variable capacitive tuning networks to match the amplifier
output impedance to the antenna inductance throughout the wide range of operating
frequencies. The tuning bands are approximately 100 kHz wide. During frequency
excursions outside that range, the amplifier is tuned by reconfiguring the capacitance
via mechanical relays, which take approximately 20 ms to transition states. Some-
times the transition takes longer if an arc develops.
During the relay transition, the amplifier can be strongly out of tune, and conse-
quently the antenna current can be very low, as well as noisy. These periods generally
result in unuseable measurements of the system response. When the transition pe-
riod coincides with a resonant plasma mode, the corresponding interval of the system
response is disregarded. Figure 4-24 shows one such interval.
In the preceding sections, methods to compensate the measured data for normal
and pathological behavior of the diagnostic system were developed. Properties of the
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Figure 4-24: The antenna current is strongly attenuated during the ~-' 20 ms transition
of the tuning network relays. In that period, the system response is heavily distorted.
Shown here for 1080403024 on probe BP1T-ABK.
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resonant plasma response can be confidently derived when these methods are applied.
Given the variety of coupled fluctuations inherent to the diagnostic system, how-
ever, it is prudent to demonstrate directly that the observed resonant modes are in
fact products of the plasma, and that they do not mistakenly arise from any of the
diagnostic mechanisms.
4.2.3 Discriminating Plasma Resonances from other Processes
The distributions in time and frequency of the ensemble of observed plasma resonant
modes are compared to several inherent fluctuations of the diagnostic. Finding that
the distributions are not coincident, the resonant modes are concluded to arise from
the mechanisms of the Alfv n eigenmode.
Amplifier Matching Network Resonance
The antenna and amplifier system, with its impedance matching network, has a damp-
ing rate of ~ 5%. This response should not be observed in the measurement of
H = A - CA - P - CBk - Bk, since it is outside the measurement points. Could it
somehow be the source of the observed resonant modes?
Figure 4-25 compares the frequency profile of the antenna current to the amplitude
of H over the same frequency axis. Since the peaks do not coincide, the resonance of
the impedance matching network is not the source of the observed resonant modes.
Dissonant Probe Response
When new probes were installed to obtain greater toroidal mode resolution, several
of them were produced with higher resonant frequencies. After compensating the
observed resonant modes by the system response measured in vacuum, probes of
both standard and high resonant frequency detect the same pole. Therefore the
observed resonance is not a product of the probe response. Figure 4-26 compares
the system response in vacuum for standard and high-frequency probes to several
observed plasma resonances to show that they are not coincident.
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Figure 4-25: The amplitude of the system response is not correlated with the amplifier
tuning response. Three resonant modes are plotted in black and grey. The typical
antenna current and system response are shown in light blue. For reference, the peak
of each tuning band is shown on the frequency axis.
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(b) System response measured through plasma, compensated for diagnostic response.
Figure 4-26: Comparing the plasma response to the system response measured in
vacuum demonstrates that the observed plasma resonances are not artifacts of the
frequency response of the diagnostic system.
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Figure 4-27: The frequency of observed n = 0 stable resonances scales with the Alfven
phase velocity, calculated for line-averaged density and magnetic field on axis. The
vertical red bars give the width of the TAE gap at r/a = 0.6, calculated by NOVA-K,
and show that the modes fall near the top of the TAE gap, which is expected for
Global Alfven eigenmodes. The black line is the best fit line through the origin; its
slope is determined by the pitch angle on the flux surface of the modes.
Alfven Frequency Scaling
The resonant frequencies of the ensemble of observed resonant modes scale with the
Alfven speed for the corresponding plasma parameters,
B
cA .
None of the diagnostic components is likely to have a similar dependence on the
magnetic field and plasma density. Figure 4-27 shows that the n = 0 modes scale
near the top of the TAE gap, where GAEs are expected to reside.
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(a) Excitation frequency (black) repeatedly crossing the TAE frequency (blue). Blue bands
indicate resonant mode intervals.
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Figure 4-28: Resonant modes observed during shot 1080403019 on six consecutive
crosses of the TAE frequency for q=1.25 confirm the Alfvenic origin of the reso-
nant mode. In figures b-g, the compensated plasma response as observed on probe
BP3TABK at each resonant interval is plotted (dark blue). The system response for
the entire shot is shown for reference (light blue).
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Resonance Tracking
In some shots, resonances are repeatedly observed on consecutive frequency sweeps
of the antenna current. The antenna does not significantly perturb the plasma equi-
librium. Lacking that influence, it is unlikely that any plasma fluctuations that
might give the appearance of a resonant mode, such as a change in the outer gap,
should be synchronized with the excitation frequency over the course of several pe-
riods. Therefore the observed resonant modes are not artifacts of fluctuations in the
plasma equilibrium. Figure 4-28 shows the repeated resonant modes as the excitation
frequency repeatedly crosses the TAE frequency.
Transient Response
The stable n = 0 resonant modes are observed to have damping rates in the neigh-
borhood of 1%. In the sudden absence of excitation, such modes should persist and
be observable above e- 1 of their original amplitude for 100/27r ~ 16 cycles. This
test should be performed by clamping the antenna current in the course of exciting a
resonant mode, and observing the transient response on the magnetic probes.
An attempt at this last test on 1091217 failed for lack of discharges. Nonetheless
this section provides conclusive evidence to attribute the resonant observations to
Alfven eigenmodes.
4.2.4 Conclusion to Equipment
In this chapter, the derivation of resonant mode properties from the measured system
response was developed. The regular and irregular response of the diagnostic compo-
nents have been characterized. None of them are responsible for the appearance of a
global resonance on the magnetic probes. Therefore the resonant modes are clearly a
behavior of the plasma. Also, the derivation of the properties of the resonant modes
is accurate.
The ensemble of resonances from the 2008 campaign can be reliably declared to
have toroidal mode numbers of n = 0. In the remaining chapters, the radial eigenmode
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structure is investigated using calculations with the NOVA-K code; and the effect of
energetic particle drive from ICRF-heated protons is presented based on observations
of the compact neutral particle analyzer in combination with results of the code.
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Chapter 5
Results
In this thesis, the excitation of Alfven eigenmodes by energetic ions is investigated
empirically in two ways. Most simply, the spontaneous onset of an Alfven eigenmode
during strong ICRF heating marks the minimum ion distribution that is required to
achieve instability. Unstable eigenmodes were observed in several discharges in the
2007 and 2008 experimental campaigns. The threshold ion distributions leading to
the onset of these unstable modes were generated by modest levels of ICRF around
3.5 MW; the distribution tails were measured to have temperatures around 135 keV
by the Compact Neutral Particle Analyzer (CNPA). The unstable modes are found
to have moderate toroidal mode numbers including n = -4 and n = 6.
The active MHD diagnostic furnishes a second, complementary method to examine
the interaction between energetic ions and Alfven eigenmodes. It analyzes the plasma
frequency response over the entire Alfv6nic range to expose the stable spectrum of
discrete modes, as described in Chapter 3. Consequently, the impact of intensified
energetic ion distribution on every discrete mode of the spectrum, and at all levels
of excitation prior to instability, can be observed. In several series of shots in 2006,
2007 and 2008, plasmas were generated while ICRF heating power varied between
0 MW and 5.5 MW from shot to shot. Stable resonant modes were observed in
many shots, though the plasma frequency response as measured by the active MHD
system is found to be sparsely populated. After analysis following the methods of
Chapter 4 the observed modes are found to have toroidal mode numbers of n = 0
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(for those in 2008) and n = 1 (for those in 2007). While the augmented toroidal
array of probes had not been implemented in 2006, linear fits to the residue phases of
the limiter probes found moderate mode numbers. TAEs cannot have toroidal mode
numbers of n = 0, so the n = 0 modes of 2008 are concluded to be global Alfven
eigenmodes (GAEs). The n = 1 modes in 2007 are concluded to be TAEs because
their frequencies fall in the TAE gap in the Alfven continuum. Figure 5-1 shows the
summarized chronology of the experiment.
history of AMHD rundays and conditions
runday MP config RF power BT X.p antenna CNPA operator mode numbers
1060S26 404a limited 0-2.5 MW -5.4T -800 kA both vte ng moderate
low-n probes installed (1070201)
1070605 489 limited 0-2.5 MW
1070626 489 limited 0-4 MW
single antenna operation (1070801)
CNPA back online (1070816)
-5.9T -600 kA both none 1
-5.9T -600 kA both none 1
1080110 489 diverted 0-5.5 MW -5.9T -600 kA upper seers/abader 0
1080403 489 diverted 0-3.5 MW -5.9T -600 kA upper sears/abader 0
Notes
This lists only the dedicated rundays for MP 404a and 489 since the 2006 campaign, and is not an exhaustive list of all runs. Piggy back runs
have been useful for diagnostic checkout but did not contribute significant AE data.
see /home/sears/shotJist.sxc for shot-to-shot details for ALL AMHD shots since 1050614
Figure 5-1: Brief chronological outline of the experiment.
The resonant modes observed in each respective campaign were similar in fre-
quency response and occured in similar plasma conditions, with the primary vari-
ation among shots being ICRF power. Therefore the group of stable modes from
each campaign is treated as an ensemble in the analysis and interpreted collectively.
One ensemble comprises the n = 0 modes from 2008; a second ensemble comprises
the n = 1 modes from 2007; and a third ensemble comprises the moderate-n modes
of 2006. Unstable modes are discussed together but treated individually in analysis
because they have distinct toroidal structure.
Calculations with the perturbative equilibrium and kinetic code NOVA-K for the
conditions in the 2007 shots find unstable toroidicity-induced Alfven eigenmodes at
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similar frequencies to the observed modes in a range of toroidal mode numbers, but
only stable modes with n = 1. The calculations also provide an estimate of the radial
and poloidal structure of the TAEs that is not possible to measure with external
magnetic probes of limited poloidal coverage. Compared to the moderate-n modes
that tend to be most easily destabilized, the calculations show that low-n modes, such
as n = 1, tend to peak in amplitude much closer to the plasma edge where interaction
with the diagnostic takes place.
Several significant findings resulting from these experimental series and NOVA-K
calculations are as follows. An antenna of wide toroidal wave spectrum is operated
for the first time with fully resolved toroidal array of magnetic probes. GAEs having
n = 0 are shown to exist and to not couple strongly to energetic ions generated by
ICRF heating. Low-n modes such as the n = 0 GAEs and the n = 1 TAEs from
the 2007 campaign are found to couple most strongly to the diagnostic antenna and
magnetic probes by virtue of their proximity to the plasma edge. Finally, the modes
that are most strongly excited by energetic ions have moderate toroidal mode numbers
in the range Inl = 4 to |nl = 8.
This chapter presents the results and interpretations that support those findings.
Observations of n = 0 GAEs from the 2008 campaign are discussed first because they
are the most clear: scrutiny of the diagnostic performance is easiest and interpretation
of the results is most confident for that ensemble. Next, the stability measurements
of the 2006 ensemble are presented, complemented by preliminary analysis of the
2007 ensemble, where it is suggested the fast ions could be contributing damping to
moderate-n modes. However, a more conservative analysis of the 2007 n = 1 stable
mode observations from the 2007 campaign find that only modes observed during
the Ohmic regime can reasonably be interpreted. Corresponding calculations from
NOVA-K lend evidence that the diagnostic, being restricted to the plasma edge, is
biased to observe low-n modes for the particular equilibria in these two campaigns. It
is argued that the observed spectrum of stable discrete modes depends strongly on the
plasma equilibrium profiles even though the antenna has a broad toroidal spectrum.
Finally unstable mode observations from both campaigns are presented. They exhibit
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preferential excitation by the energetic ions in the midst of active stimulation of the
n = 0 and n = 1 stable modes.
5.1 2008 ensemble
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Figure 5-3: Equilibrium magnetic field reconstruction during a resonance in
1080403010. The red curve separates the confined field lines from the field lines
the intersect vessel.
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important conditions because it determines the strength of coupling between plasma
modes and the diagnostic antenna and probes. Gaps well below 8 mm were routinely
achieved by confining the plasma in a diverted configuration with a magnetic field
null at the top, allowing it to be pulled away from the inner wall. The magnetic field
profile for shot 1080403010 is depicted in Figure 5-3.
The upper-null diverted configuration also favorably increases the threshold of
ICRF power at which the plasma transitions from a mode of low confinement (L-
mode), with a peaked radial density profile, to one of high confinement (H-mode).
Since the density profile partly determines the radial shape of the toroidicity in-
duced gap in the Alfven continuum, maintaining L-mode in all shots ensured that
comparable modes would be observed. Argon injected during strong ICRF heating
also helped to maintain L-mode by radiating power and allowed measurement of the
rotation profile by x-ray spectroscopy.
The major radius of ICRF deposition is determined by the location at which the
fast wave is resonant with the local minority cyclotron frequency, which varies with
magnetic field. Typically the ICRF transmitter frequency is chosen to center the de-
position on axis for a -5.4 T field; in these shots the deposition was pushed outboard,
closer to the presumed maximum amplitude of Alfv6n eigenmodes, by increasing the
toroidal field to -5.9 T. At the same time, the density was kept low to increase the
minority tail temperature that is achievable by ICRF heating, and to minimize the
attenuation of charge-exchanged neutrals that are collected by the Compact Neutral
Particle Analyzer (CNPA). The combination of high field and low density lead to a
high Alfven velocity and consequently high expected TAE frequencies.
The total plasma current also determines the radial profile of the magnetic pitch
angle (inversely related to the safety factor, q), and consequently the radial profile of
the toroidicity-induced gap, as well. These shots had relatively low plasma current
around 600 kA to move the q = 1.5 surface towards the magnetic axis and the ICRF
deposition layer. Unfortunately this also moved eigenmodes that are resonant on the
q = 1.5 surface further from the active MHD diagnostic.
This collection of conditions optimizes the plasma for substantial minority ion
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Figure 5-4: TAE frequency calculated with the line-averaged density and on-axis mag-
netic field (blue) and the active MHD excitation frequency (red) for shot 1080403010.
tail distributions and strong interaction between ions and eigenmodes. Moreover it
appears to be a successful formula for eigenmodes to be observed at all, in contrast to
shots programmed for other experiments (so called 'piggy-back' shots) in which no sta-
ble eigenmodes are observed. That the conditions described here for shot 1080403010
are well suited to active MHD operation may be largely due to the very small outer
gap; otherwise the symbiosis is not well understood.
The active MHD diagnostic was operated with only the upper antenna in the
2008 runs, to simplify the system identification process as described in Chapter 4.
The estimated TAE frequency for shot 1080403010 and the active MHD excitation
frequency are shown in Figure 5-4. TAEs can be localized near surfaces of rational
safety factor, q, typically between q = 1 and q = 1.5. The nominal excitation fre-
quency was varied accordingly from shot to shot to interrogate the plasma frequency
response for TAEs throughout that range of safety factor.
Sixty-five resonant modes were observed on rundays 1080110 and 1080403. The
distribution of resonances throughout the shots of the two rundays is shown in Figure
5-5.
The resonant plasma response is obtained from the signals of 27 magnetic probes.
Since accurate calculation of the toroidal mode number requires the phase to be
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Figure 5-5: Distribution of the ensemble of resonant modes among shots of 2008.
All of these shots were L-mode diverted plasmas with upper nulls. Resonant mode
observations are marked in dark blue, light blue and lime, with the color signifying
modes having similar toroidal amplitude profiles as a result of subtle changes in the
plasma position. The black trace shows the excitation frequency of the active MHD
antennas. The green background simply helps distinguish consecutive shots.
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Figure 5-6: Frequency response for a resonance in 1080403010, uncompensated.
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compared among probes of identical poloidal position, the signals from a toroidally
distributed array of 10 probes 10 cm above the midplane - having the best resolution
for this purpose - are emphasized. The positions of those probes are depicted in
Figure 4-6. A typical example of the raw frequency response measured on this set of
probes from shot 1080403010 is given in Figure 5-6.
Figure 5-7 shows the signals after the compensation described in Section 4.2 is
applied. The probes closest to the antenna have the largest direct component and
the highest noise level. The corresponding fitted system responses are also shown.
The coefficients derived in the fitting procedure can be transformed to give the
toroidal mode structure, the resonant frequency and the damping rate of the mode.
These characteristics are now discussed for the n = 0 ensemble of resonant modes.
5.1.1 Toroidal mode n = 0
0.9 -
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Figure 5-8: All modes in the 2008 ensemble of resonants fit n = 0 far better than any
other mode number.
Using the set of 10 probes that have identical poloidal positions, the toroidal
mode number is determined as the best fitting linear relation between the phase of
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Figure 5-9: Probe spacing ensures that both 0 and 7r phasing would be observed
for standing waves having their maxima at the antenna, for toroidal mode numbers
between -12 and 12.
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the residue of the probes' signals, and their toroidal positions. The mode number
is constrained to be integral. Given the periodic nature of phase, branch cuts are
permitted between probes. Figure 5-8 shows the fit for the example resonance from
1080403010. It is found to be n = 0. Error analysis is described in detail in Appendix
A. The second-best fitting toroidal mode number, found to be n = -2, is also shown
in the figure. In similar fashion, every mode in the 2008 ensemble is found to have a
toroidal mode number of n = 0.
This progression of phase could also be explained as the product of a standing
wave. A standing wave yields phases of either 0 or 7r and amplitudes with sinu-
soidal variation along the toroidal direction. In a pathological case, probes could be
positioned only in regions of 0 phase to achieve the observed pattern. Given the non-
uniform spacing of the probes, however, this possibility is ruled out for any realistic
mode number, as shown in Figure 5-9.
A toroidal mode number of n = 0 is significant because it precludes the possibility
that these modes are TAEs: TAEs require finite toroidal variation in order to couple
two degenerate waves to form the eigenmode. Secondly, the excitation by energetic
particles also requires toroidal variation, so it should be weak or non-existent for these
modes. An alternate identity for the modes as global Alfven eigenmodes (GAEs) is
proposed, and discussed shortly.
5.1.2 Frequency
In the ensemble of n = 0 modes, the resonant frequency scales with the Alfven
velocity, as shown in Figure 5-10, where the Alfv6n velocity is calculated for the
line-averaged density and the magnetic field on axis. In the figure, the location of
the TAE gap at r/a = 0.6 is marked by red vertical bars for several sample modes.
TAEs normally reside near the bottom of the gap, whereas these modes evidently
have frequencies near the top.
Instead, these modes are more likely explained as global Alfven eigenmodes (GAEs).
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Figure 5-10: The mode frequencies scale with the Alfven velocity and sit near the top
of the TAE gap, indicated by the red vertical bars.
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Figure 5-11: For several typical observed modes, the GAE continuum based on Thom-
son measurements and efit reconstruction (blue) and the observed mode frequencies
(black).
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The GAE continuum is given as,
2 BZm 2WA~ 2opq R2
where p is the mass density, q is the safety factor and m is the poloidal mode number.
For a mode eigenfrequency, w, the mode tends to localize where Iw -wA| is minimized.
Figure 5-11 shows the GAE continuum for |ml = 2. The observed mode frequencies
are shown to reside just below the minimum of the continuum; |w - WAI is minimum
outside of r/a = 0.9, placing the GAEs far from the ICRF generated fast ions but
within strong coupling of the diagnostic antenna and probes.
5.1.3 Damping rate
-0.51
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Figure 5-12: Damping rate is not sensitive to fast ion tail temperature within the
bounds of uncertainty. The 34% error bar is due primarily to stochastic density
fluctuations that distort the magnitude of both the residue and the real part of the
pole.
The net damping rate signifies the margin to instability. For resonances in other-
wise similar conditions, increased excitation by the energetic ions should be evident
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Figure 5-13: Correlation between the magnitude of the residue and the real part of
the pole is caused by density perturbations that shift the mode frequency while it is
being interrogated by the active MHD diagnostic.
as a reduction in damping rate and approach to instability. The range of RF power
in the 2008 shots generates energetic ion temperatures between 122 keV and 153 keV
as measured by the compact neutral particle analyzer (CNPA). The net damping
rate of all modes in the n = 0 ensemble is found to be insensitive to variations in
the tail temperature over that entire range, within the margin of precision. For the
resonances that occur during RF heating such that sufficient energetic ions are gener-
ated to obtain a meaningful signal on the CNPA, Figure 5-12 shows an effectively flat
relationship and a representative error bar. The fast ion temperature is assigned by
fitting the energy distribution measured by the CNPA to a modified Stix distribution
after compensating for charge-exchange cross-section, neutral beam energy and exit
attenuation. Operation of the CNPA is described in detail in Vincent Tang's thesis
[127]. It is concluded that excitation of the n = 0 mode by energetic ions is negligible.
The precision of the damping rate measurement is significantly limited by stochas-
tic perturbations in the plasma density near the radius of peak amplitude of the mode.
These perturbations lead to unsteadiness in the pole and disrupt the fitting proce-
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dure. The effect is due to the dependence of the resonant frequency on the plasma
mass density, p,
B
wo = kjj.
The linearized relation for the imaginary part of the pole with small changes in density
is,
8W0 -W __
2n
= Qo(t) + a(w(t) - wo)
where w(t) is the excitation frequency of the active MHD diagnostic. The pole per-
turbation is divided into components that are either correlated (a(w(t) - wo)), or
uncorrelated (Qo(t)) with the excitation frequency. In cases when the correlated den-
sity fluctuation is significant, the observed frequency response is,
H(jw) = +R*(jo) + D(j)jW - [ + j(wo+ wo)] ±
r
r ~+R*(jow) + D(jo)jw(1 - a) - [-y + j(wo(1 - a) + Qo)]
The excitation frequency is independently measured, and its coefficient in the denom-
inator is forced to unity in the fitting process. This results in an artificial scaling of
the real part of the pole as well as the amplitude of the residue, but only a small
discrepancy in the imaginary part of the pole:
r/(1 -a)H(jw) = - r+(o a) - + R*(jw) + D(jw)joj - [-y/(1 - a) + j(wo + Q/(1 - a))]
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In the vicinity of the pole, the excitation traverses a frequency on the order of -y,
w-O(
WO WO
Then the factor a relates the density perturbation and the damping rate as,
2n wo
For a I1%1 stochastic fluctuation in density and 7y/w = -1% damping rate, the
distorting factor (1 - a) has amplitude 0.5 < (1 - a) < 1.5. The inequality depends
on whether the fluctuation is positively or negatively correlated with the excitation
frequency.
In this treatment, the magnitude of the residue is expected to be equally distorted.
Figure 5-13 shows that the magnitudes of the residue and of -y are correlated, evidence
that this effect does take place. Then the standard deviation in Irl is an estimate of
the related uncertainty in each measurement of -y, assuming the parameters would
otherwise be uncorrelated.
This uncertainty far outweighs the uncertainty obtained in the parameter fitting
process, as described in Appendix A. The representative error bar in Figure 5-12
reflects this more conservative value, namely,
o- =
where oi is the standard deviation in the magnitude of the residue, /3 is the slope
of the correlation in Figure 5-13, and the factor of V2- is included because not all
the variation in Irl is due to stochastic density fluctuations. Since the trend is only
evident over an ensemble of modes, only measures 6p and not p, and only in the
eigenfunction-averaged sense, it probably cannot serve as a more sensitive measure of
density than the Thomson scattering diagnostic.
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Figure 5-14: Damping rate for stable modes of 1060526, having a range of moderate
toroidal mode numbers, with varying RF power.
In summary, the 2008 ensemble of resonant modes are concluded to be GAEs
with toroidal mode number of n = 0. The modes are localized near the plasma edge,
away from the ICRF generated distribution of fast ions, and they are invariant in
the toroidal direction. Therefore little interaction of the modes with energetic ions
should be expected, in agreement with the observed damping rates.
5.2 2006 ensemble
Preliminary analysis of the moderate-n modes observed on runday 1060526 suggested
that fast ions may contribute damping to the modes. Figure 5-14 shows the strongest
damping rate for modes at 1.5 MW of ICRF heating. The modes are not segragated
by toroidal mode number, though they are identified to be of moderate n, so it is
possible that the damping trend is confounded by a mixture of modes. Runs in 2007
would attempt to reproduce the stabilizing effect of fast ions.
Figures 5-15 and 5-16 illustrate the system response for a typical mode on 10605026.
While a mode clearly exists, it is not fit as well as the modes in 2008.
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Figure 5-15: Uncompensated frequency response for a resonance in shot 1060526022.
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Figure 5-16: Compensated frequency response (grey)
1060526022, with fitted system response (blue).
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5.3 2007 ensemble
Like the shots of 2008, the shots of 2007 are similarly programmed to examine the
interaction of resonant modes with fast ions, with several fewer refinements compared
to the 2008 shots. First, the plasmas are configured as inner-wall limited discharges
to be consistent with earlier experiments. This increases the gap between the plasma
and the outer wall, where the diagnostic instruments reside. Secondly, the active
MHD diagnostic runs with two antennas, which complicates the system identification
process as described in Chapter 4. However, the equilibrium does use an increased
toroidal field of -5.9 T, which moves the RF absorption resonance outboard, and may
enable a hollow fast ion profile. Traces of typical parameters of the discharges are
shown in Figure 5-20. A typical equilibrium profile is shown in Figure 5-21.
During initial analysis, modes of dubious standard were included in analysis of
damping with respect to RF power. In fact, all modes observed during non-zero RF
power are of inferior resolution compared to the modes during Ohmic intervals of the
2007 shots, and especially in comparison to the modes of 2008. Figures 5-17 and
5-18 illustrate a typical system response during RF heating on shot 1070626003. The
damping rate trend for all modes (including those during RF activity) is given in
Figure 5-19. At first glance, it appears that damping may again peak at moderate
levels of RF heating, in this case around 2.5 MW, as was observed in 2006. However,
one troubling aspect of the data set is that the damping rates seem to follow not just
a contour, but take on all values between the envelope and zero.
After the 2008 data became available as a benchmark for system response resolu-
tion, it was clear that the non-zero RF power dataset of 2007 could not be reliably
interpreted. Thereafter, only modes during the Ohmic phase were included in the
2007 ensemble, and the hypothesis that fast ions were observed to contribute damp-
ing was abandoned for lack of credible evidence.
There then remained an ensemble of 28 resonant modes representing the Ohmic
phase of the 2007 shots. A typical frequency response for this class of modes is shown
in Figures 5-22 (uncompensated) and 5-23 (compensated). While of much better res-
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Figure 5-25: Most of the resonances in the 2007 ensemble fit n = 1 best. The others
fit n = 1 almost as well as their best fit mode number.
olution than their RF counterparts, compared to the typical frequency response for
a resonant mode in the 2008 ensemble, the responses on the low-n probes, including
BPKATOP, BPABTOP and BPEFTOP, are much less circular (the expected
shape for a resonant mode), and their fit to the model response is much poorer. The
discrepancy is evident by comparing Figures 5-23 and 5-7. The difference between
ensembles may be caused by the contrasting experimental configuration mentioned
above. However, in shots on non-dedicated rundays in 2007, similarly distorted reso-
nances are observed even in conjunction with the modifications from the 2008 shots:
using only the upper antenna, configuring the discharge in a diverted equilibrium,
and minimizing the outer gap all produce distorted frequency responses on the low-
n probes in the 2007 campaign. In addition to the distortion, also note that the
direct component of the frequency response measured at the AB-limiter probes is
significantly greater in the 2007 ensemble than in the 2008 ensemble.
It is possible for adjacent poles to give rise to a frequency response with a distorted
appearance. Adjacent poles arise in several cases: when distinct resonant modes with
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identical or different toroidal mode numbers exist at nearby frequencies; or when
otherwise identical modes exist with opposite toroidal mode numbers, which gives rise
to a standing wave pattern; and thirdly, when either adjacent or identical poles (with
different mode numbers) are subject to plasma rotation, the poles are also separated.
The resultant family of shapes of the frequency response, computed for synthetic
adjacent poles, is plotted in Figure 5-24. The family of shapes in Figure 5-24 appears
to include quite a variety of trajectories, some of which approach the level of distortion
in the measured frequency responses. It should be noted, however, that the frequency
parametrization of the system response curve, which cannot be visualized in the 2-D
plot, is equally important in the fitting procedure. For example, if the frequency
parametrization in any of the synthetic curves is inverted, the fitting procedure finds
a positive pole, indicating an unstable mode, which is clearly unphysical. Therefore
similarity between the synthetic and measured shapes may provide a clue as to the
origin of a distorted frequency response but is not sufficient to assert that adjacent
poles exist. As a more conclusive test, the fitting routine described in Chapter 4
handles all of the synthetic frequency responses well, but fails to find good fits for the
distorted frequency responses of measured data in the 2007 ensemble.
Despite the unexplained degradation in fit of the frequency response, most of the
modes of the 2007 ensemble are found to have toroidal mode numbers of n = 1. A
typical linear fit to the toroidal phase progression is shown in Figure 5-25, along with
the next best fit.
None of the resonances occured during ICRF heating, so no corresponding mea-
surements of fast ion temperature are available. However calculations based on the
plasma conditions using the NOVA-K code can give some estimate of the effect that
ICRF heating would have on the damping rate. NOVA-K is an algorithm that recon-
structs a full toroidal equilibrium geometry from measured input profiles. It calculates
eigenmodes and eigenfrequencies in the MHD range based on a single-fluid model.
The eigenmode displacement as well as perturbations in magnetic field, electric field,
plasma density and pressure are provided. The continuum damping is calculated for
each mode. A kinetic extension of the code also solves for the damping and growth
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rates contributed by energetic ions. The ion distribution is described by a measured
temperature and radial position of the ICRF resonance layer, from, for example, the
CNPA; and an analytic form for the velocity distribution from ICRF heating.
For plasma conditions typical of the 2007 shots, NOVA-K found that n = 1 modes
are stable up to fast ion temperatures of 300 keV (Figure 5-26(a)). In contrast, n = 5
modes were found to reach instability at around 70 keV (Figure 5-26(b)). Results
from NOVA-K for the range of mode numbers for In= 1 to |nl = 10 are shown in
Figures 5-27. Low-n modes, such as the n = 1 that is observed by the active MHD
diagnostic, are only weakly excited by the fast ions, whereas it is the moderate-n
modes that are most strongly excited.
5.4 Unstable mode observations
Unstable modes are observed in several shots in both the 2007 and 2008 campaigns,
during RF heating above 3.5 MW. In some cases the unstable modes appear during
active MHD stimulation of the plasma, at nearby frequencies. The modes typically
have mode numbers of n = -4, in the ion diamagnetic drift direction that is expected
for peaked fast ion pressure profiles. The mode number magnitude is also in agreement
with the NOVA-K calculation that found that the most unstable modes would have
moderate mode numbers (Figure 5-27). One mode in shot 1080110031 was found to
have a toroidal mode number of n = 6, which is opposite the ion diamagnetic drift
direction: this is strong evidence that there exists a hollow fast ion pressure profile
in that shot. Figures 5-28 and 5-29 illustrate the mode number analysis for these
unstable modes, which is strikingly more precise than the same analysis for stable
modes (eg as shown in Figures 5-8 and 5-25).
From this coexistence of unstable and stable modes, it is evident that moderate-n
modes should be the first to destabilize. It may be somewhat unexpected then that in
the runs of 2007 and 2008 the active MHD diagnostic seems to preferentially observe
low-n modes.
NOVA-K calculations show that moderate-n modes are more localized in the core
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Figure 5-26: Net damping rates for n = 1 (a) and n = 5 (b) modes with various fast
ion temperatures, calculated by NOVA-K for the conditions of the 2007 ensemble of
resonances. The n = 1 is found to be stable for all fast ion temperatures below 300
keV.
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Figure 5-27: Net damping rate for a range of mode numbers, calculate by NOVA-K.
The moderate-n modes are found to be most unstable.
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Figure 5-28: Several unstable modes in shots 1070626003, 1070626004, 1080110021,
1080110022 and 1080110025 are found to have toroidal mode numbers of n = -4,
with phase velocity in the ion diamagnetic drift direction as expected for unstable
modes driven by fast ions with a peaked pressure profile.
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Figure 5-29: A spontaneous TAE in 1080110031 is found to have a toroidal mode
number of n = 6
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compared to low-n modes. This makes the low-n modes more accessible to stimulation
by external antennas. While NOVA-K treats the plasma boundary as fixed, the
proximity of the mode to the plasma edge is indicative of its ability to tunnel through
the continuum, and may indicate a strong perturbation outside of the plasma, as
well. Figure 5-30 illustrates the comparative localization of the low- and moderate-n
modes.
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5.5 Conclusion
GAEs having n = 0 are observed in the upper-null diverted plasmas of the 2008
campaign. They are not significantly coupled to fast ions that are generated by up
to 5.5 MW of ICRF heating. The frequency response of these modes is especially
clear, possibly because only one antenna of the active MHD diagnostic was used, and
possibly also because the gap between the plasma and outer wall was minimized.
During shots in 2007, n = 1 TAEs were observed in the absense of ICRF heating.
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NOVA-K calculations estimate that these modes would also not couple strongly to
fast ions. In contrast, moderate-n modes are predicted by NOVA-K to be destabilized
by fast ions above 70 keV.
Unstable modes with mode numbers in the range InI = 4 to Inj = 6 are observed in
several shots of the 2007 and 2008 campaigns. The active MHD diagnostic, however,
preferentially couples to low-n modes such as the n = 0 GAE and the n = 1 TAE
because they are localized closer to the plasma boundary and therefore have stronger
amplitudes at the diagnostic instruments. Moderate-n modes are only observed once
they become unstable and grow to significant amplitudes.
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Chapter 6
Summary & Conclusions
The goal of the research reported in this thesis was to observe the stability dependence
of a wide-n spectrum (|nl = 0-10) on the fast ion temperature, Tfast, and distribution,
ffast(r, v). With the threat of AEs to fusion reactors in mind, inflections in the
stability of the toroidal mode spectrum that could be exploited to preserve or modify
the fast ion distribution were sought. AEs with toroidal mode number in the range
(Inl - 0 -6) were measured by the active MHD system, and mode behavior in an even
broader toroidal spectrum (|nl = 0 - 10) was calculated using NOVA-K. Modes of
moderate toroidal wavelength were invariably the most susceptible to destabilization
by fast ions. It was also shown, however, that the composition of the TAE toroidal
mode spectrum can be influenced by the selection of equilibrium profiles and plasma
shape. This dependence might offer a handle to control mode activity, and will be
discussed shortly. First, the novel contributions of this thesis to both the measurement
and calculation of Alfven eigenmode behavior that have driven the investigation are
summarized.
6.1 Diagnostic Contributions
For the first time, TAEs of various toroidal mode number have been excited by a
wide-toroidal-spectrum antenna and detected by a fully resolved toroidal array of
probes. The resolution of toroidal mode structure was augmented by adding seven
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widely-spaced probes to the existing closely-spaced probe arrays, as described in
Section 3.3.1. Most of the new probes were identical to the existing probes, but
two of them were intentionally built with higher frequency responses so that plasma
resonances could be unequivocally distinguished from resonances of the diagnostic
system. Starting near the end of the 2007 campaign, only one of the two active
MHD antennas was activated at any one time to disambiguate the system input,
thereby avoiding any incomplete pole-zero cancellation in the homodyne synchronous
correlation process (Section 4.2.1).
The measured system response was compensated for the frequency response of
the diagnostic system to isolate the resonant plasma response (Section 4.2.1). The
compensation was derived from a detailed calibration that accounts for probe-to-
probe variation in construction, spacing of the probes to the plasma last closed flux
surface, the response of surrounding metal components, and the influence of the
plasma itself on probe performance. Since the compensation factor is greater than the
allowable error for confident mode identification, it is a necessary step in the process.
Comparison among observed modes of various toroidal wavelength confirm that the
compensation factor is accurate. Density fluctuations correlated with the excitation
frequency were shown to distort the damping rate and residue measurements. The
effect is magnified because the complex poles of the resonant modes are very close to
the imaginary axis (Section 5.1.3).
The Compact Neutral Particle Analyzer (CNPA) was reinstalled with the help of
Aaron Bader to measure the fast ion distribution during ICRF activity. Significantly,
fast ion temperature was more effectively raised by reducing plasma density than by
increasing RF power. Chord-to-chord comparison of the CNPA channels also cor-
roborated evidence that the ICRF-generated fast ion density profile could be radially
hollow.
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6.2 Summary of Observations
The discharges on two rundays of the 2008 campaign used upper-null diverted, L-mode
configuration, and were operated with an increased toroidal field of -5.9 T to move the
ICRF heating off axis. The plasma-wall gap was reduced below 8mm, improving the
active MHD coupling to AEs. An ensemble of global Alfven eigenmodes (GAEs) with
toroidal mode number of n = 0 was observed. These modes had the highest signal-
to-noise ratio of any resonant plasma response measured by the active MHD system
to date, which was critical in verifying the accuracy of the instrument compensation
and equalizing the probe relative amplitudes. Probe-to-probe amplitude profiles were
found to correlate to plasma-wall gap and plasma shape. The damping rate of the
GAEs was typically -1% and was not sensitive to fast ion temperature, as expected
for modes having no toroidal variation.
Toroidicity-induced Alfven eigenmodes having toroidal mode number of n = 1
were observed on several rundays of the 2007 campaign in plasmas having a limited
configuration and an elevated toroidal field of -5.9 T. The modes were observed
during the Ohmic phase of the discharges; resonant signatures that were tentatively
recognized in the ICRF heating phase were too noisy to confidently segregate by
mode number, even after the compensation procedure was improved using the 2008
observations. In the absence of fast ions, the damping rate of the n = 1 modes was
typically -1.5%.
In addition to the modes that were excited by the active MHD diagnostic, unstable
modes excited by fast ions were also observed in select shots on the same rundays,
with mode numbers of n = -4 and n = 6. Positive unstable mode numbers are
indicative of a hollow fast ion pressure profile that could result from off-axis ICRF
heating. CNPA measurements similarly found the fast ion pressure to be hollow. It is
evident that modes with positive unstable mode numbers must be localized near the
core of the plasma to be centered in the region of inverted fast ion pressure gradient.
In contrast, the stable modes detected by active MHD must be localized near the
plasma edge if there is to be strong coupling to the antenna and probes.
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Numerical analysis was performed with the NOVA-K code to estimate the interac-
tion of fast ions with the measured stable and unstable modes. Given the measured
equilibrium profiles, NOVA-K finds AEs at similar frequencies and with the same
mode numbers as those that were observed. A composite spectrum was rendered
from the collection of stable and unstable mode observations, and the NOVA-K cal-
culations in Figure 6-1, and shows reasonable agreement among the paradigms despite
their corresponding to different equilibria. This patchwork spectrum displays peaked
instability at moderate mode numbers around In= 5.
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Figure 6-1: The composite AE spectrum include stable n = 0 and n 1 modes,
unstable n = -4 modes (for which a damping rate could not be measured), and the
stability spectrum calculated by NOVA-K for the equilibrium of 1080403010 and a
fast ion temperature of 150keV. The n = 6 mode is not included since it corresponds
to a hollow fast ion profile that is not modeled in this NOVA-K dataset.
In comparison, the analytical scaling for instability typically finds that modes
having kopi - 1 are most unstable. kopi is found to be around 8 1 n for protons
of 150 keV, q = 1.5, r = a/2 ~ 0.12, and B = -5.9T, and correspondingly, the
most unstable modes are expected to have toroidal mode numbers around Inl = 8.
Considering the simplicity of that scaling, the agreement is good.
6.3 Conclusions
Alfv6n eigenmodes having moderate toroidal mode numbers were found to be the
most unstable, in agreement with prior work on C-Mod [122] and other machines.
Future experimental and computational investigation of fast ion drive of AEs should
focus on the moderate-n portion of the AE spectrum. For active MHD investigation,
the inherent difficulty of coupling to the plasma core, where the moderate-n modes
tend to reside, must be resolved. Attempts at correlation with internal diagnostics
such as phase contrast imaging and electron cyclotron emission spectroscopy should
be revisited.
The toroidally-broadband active MHD antenna in C-Mod couples selectively to
the toroidal spectrum of AEs in a given equilibrium. In the experiments of this
thesis, the coupled modes had low toroidal mode numbers of n = 1 and n = 0,
and in many of the equilibria that were interrogated no AEs were exposed. This
suggests that the selection of the spectrum that is coupled to the diagnostic depends
more on the plasma equilibrium parameters and shape than on the toroidal width
of the antenna. Proximity of a mode to the plasma edge is one important factor for
strong coupling. The narrow selectivity prevented a full spectrum of AEs from being
measured simultaneously, and a comparison of Alfven eigenmodes across a collection
of equilibria was therefore required to arrive at the general conclusion that moderate-n
modes are most unstable.
The instability thresholds on fast ion temperature as a function of plasma param-
eters that were observed in these experiments cannot be smoothly extrapolated to
predict the threat of AEs to burning plasmas. The most severe discontinuity that
bars such an extrapolation is the non-linear nature of unstable modes: as the fast
ion population intensifies, the spectrum of AEs also changes. Having focused for the
most part on stable modes, this thesis makes no specific conclusion on the threat of
AEs to burning plasmas.
Still, this thesis has assembled evidence that can be generally applied to AE control
in burning plasmas. For example, global Alfven eigenmodes with n = 0 are not excited
by fast ions. Figure 6-1 shows that intervals of stability in the moderate-n range (here
around n = 6) exist. Evidence has been presented that islands of stability may also
exist at moderate fast ion temperatures, where the fast ions contribute damping to
the AEs (Chapter 5.2). The same subtle modifications of equilibrium parameters
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that lead to antenna-mode coupling selectivity might be exploited to position the
burning plasma parameter-space within such an island of stability. Previous scaling
experiments of stability with parameters such as beta, collisionality and edge shear
([12], [71], [122]) could be applied to that effort even though the specific location in
parameter space where such islands exist, and their immunity to fast ion drive, might
be hard to predict.
Finally, the active MHD system is found to be useful for MHD spectroscopy, in
which plasma conditions are deduced from mode behavior. For example, it is found
that correlated variations in the mode residue and damping rate indicate otherwise
unmeasured density fluctuations. As another example, the amplitude profile among
the toroidal set of probes is correlated with the gap between the plasma and the
vessel, and possibly with triangularity or edge shear. Such useful capabilities should
be investigated further.
6.4 Future Work
The results of this thesis open several avenues for further investigation with the active
MHD diagnostic and AE activity.
One way to investigate fast ion redistribution is to detect lost ions directly [1].
A fast ion scintillator installed at the plasma edge can resolve ion energy and pitch
angle using a shaped cavity and a 2D scintillator screen, coupled to the air side via
a coherent fiber bundle. Spectral analysis is also available to find correlations with
other diagnostics, such as magnetic probes.
Since antenna-mode coupling in general equilibria is often hit-or-miss, a coupling
calculation should be done with the antenna geometry and the full eigenfunction
solutions for multiple equilibria calculated in NOVA-K. The free-boundary mode,
which has been recently added to G. Kramer's version of the code, should be used.
The coupling study with NOVA-K profiles can be compared to a full calculation in
COMSOL. As well, alternative antenna designs such as poloidal-field straps could
be tested for better coupling. Care should be taken to minimize the coupling of the
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antenna to the ICRF waves. A successful antenna design is also useful as a probe,
since the coupling should be reciprocal; the present antenna has been used as a probe
occasionally but, by coincidence, never during intervals of AE activity.
Mode resolution could also be improved by increasing signal-to-noise levels. It
could be that the system response noise is a product of plasma fluctuations that alter
plasma-probe coupling, in which case it would scale with antenna current. This can
be evaluated easily with existing data. If there is significant noise from plasma fluctu-
ations, one may be able to reduce it by running a reference frequency simultaneously
with the ramped, probing frequency, through the same active MHD antenna structure
(so called two-color active MHD). Common mode noise could then be rejected.
Resolution could also be increased by simply improving statistics. Most C-Mod
scientists are beginning to embrace the active MHD as a regular tool since it is
not perturbative. Therefore frequent piggy-back shots may be available to help in
covering wider parameter space, although in the past, modes have in large part only
been observable in very specific equilibria on dedicated MP rundays. Nonetheless,
increased statistics and a finer mapping of the active MHD operating space could
make it a more versatile tool. A comprehensive mapping of AE dependence on plasma
parameters, especially related to the coupling of the spectrum to the antennas, and
separately, to the most unstable constituents, should be pursued. A corresponding
predictive capability with NOVA-K or another code should be developed to prove a
physical understanding of the relationship.
Stable AEs are identified by active MHD exclusively in the frequency domain, and
they are assumed to be second-order and linear time invariant (LTI) in the fitting
procedure. Their LTI nature can be verified with their transient time response by
abruptly cutting off the antenna excitation, whereupon it should be expected that
their oscillations decay to e-' in N =w/(2ry) periods.
Alfv6n eigenmodes could also be excited by modulating the ICRF fast wave at
the TAE frequency. Since ICRF heating relies on non-linear mechanisms in the core,
a component at the TAE frequency having significant energy is produced, and should
excite the TAEs. This method is very promising because it can excite the modes
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from the core of the plasma, and might make observations of stable modes with
phase contrast imaging possible.
It has been found that the relative amplitude among probes while detecting a
stable mode depends on the gap between the plasma and the vessel wall. This is
presumably because the probes are not all the same distance from the last closed flux
surface. Since the field falls off non-linearly, the relative amplitude depends on how
close the plasma is to the probes. Correlation with edge safety factor, edge shear,
and pedestal density should also be investigated.
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Appendix A
Error Analysis
A stable resonant mode that is excited by the active MHD system can be characterized
by its damping rate, -y, resonant frequency, wo, and toroidal mode number, n. It is
only with knowledge of their accuracy that any perceived trend in these parameters
can be considered meaningful. The uncertainties associated with these parameters
are contributed by several sources: noise on the antenna current and magnetic probe
signals distorts the observed plasma response; the calibrated frequency response of
the diagnostic itself has some uncertainty that is carried over in the compensation
process; the plasma conditions may vary in an unknown but significant way over the
period of observing a resonant mode; the resonant mode response is measured on a
variably truncated frequency band; and the linear analytic model that is fit to the
observed response may not be an exact representation of the resonant plasma behavior
and direct coupling terms. The error induced by these sources must be propagated
along with the derivation of the characteristic parameters of the resonance to achieve
corresponding confidence intervals.
This appendix presents typical values for the sources of uncertainty and considers
their step-by-step propagation through the derivation of the resonant mode param-
eters. First, the influence of signal noise on the coefficients of the analytic model is
derived. Next the uncertainty in the model coefficients and the effect of truncating
the frequency response are projected onto uncertainties in -Y, wO and the relative phase
between the magnetic probe and the antenna current, <p. Finally, the uncertainties in
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< and the compensation of the diagnostic response are applied to the derivation of the
toroidal mode number. Specifically, the steps to determine the confidence intervals
in the parameters of an observed resonant mode are:
1. evaluate noise characteristics of measured signals
2. determine the uncertainty in the system response
3. assess the fit of the model to the measured system response
4. determine the uncertainty in the model coefficients
5. transform the model coefficient uncertainties to uncertainties in the resonance
parameters
6. assess the fit of the toroidal mode structure
To provide a concrete example, this error analysis procedure is applied to measure-
ments from a toroidal array of probes that lie 10cm above the machine midplane,
during a typical resonance that was observed at 0.87s on shot 1080403010. The
probes' toroidal positions are shown in Figure A-1.
A summary of the errors associated with the probes at each step of the analysis
is given in Table A.1.
A.1 Uncertainty in the system response
The system diagram in Figure A-2 shows how noise corrupts the true input and
output signals. For the input and output respectively, the true signals are x(t) and
y(t), the noise is m(t) and n(t) and the measured signals are c(t) and v(t).
The nature of the noise determines how it will distort the measured system re-
sponse from the true response, so it is useful to define some characteristics of both
the noise and the true signals.
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BP3T GHK -4.0003
BP2TGHK -3.9584
BP1lTGHK -3.9165 Antenna -4.2097
BP EF
BPAK -6.0179
,Z BPAB -0.1773
BP1TABK -0.4032
BP2TABK -0.4451
BP3TABK -0.4869
EAST
Figure A-1: Top view of the probes used in this appendix to demonstrate the error
analysis procedure. Ports are labelled by their letter names. Toroidal angle relative
to port 'A' is listed in radians.
n(t)
x(t)
MMt-
v(t)
.c(t)
Figure A-2: The system diagram of the active MHD system. Here H(s) embodies
the response of the diagnostic and the plasma.
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A.1.1 Characterizing the signal and noise
Given two signals x(t) and y(t), their cross correlation function is [128],
RxY (T) = lim - x(t)y(t + r)dt.
T--oo To
Then the one-sided cross spectral density function is,
Gy(jw) 2 Rxy(T)e-iw"dr w > 0
=0 w<0.
When working with digitized signals it is convenient to interpret these functions in
terms of the discrete time Fourier series over a time interval NAt in which the signals
are essentially stationary. For DTFS defined as,
N-1
X(k) = x(n)e-j'' k
n=o
N-I
Y(k) = E y(n)e-j2y,
n=o
the one-sided cross spectral density function is,
Gxy(k) = 2X*(k)Y(k) k > 0
-0 k <0.
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Similarly, the power spectral density function (also called the autospectrum) is related
to the autocorrelation function, ReX, as,
GX( jw) = 2 j Rxx(T)e-w TdT
-0o
w> 0
w<0,
or equivalently to the DTFS as,
Gxx(k) = 2X*(k)X(k)
-0
k > 0
k <0,
which helps to emphasize that the autospectrum is real valued. These spectral func-
tions are used to characterize the true signals and the noise.
To begin with, the expected value of the power spectral density of the noise is
called the noise floor, and describes how the noise power is distributed in frequency.
For the current and probe noise, respectively, they are defined as,
Gmm(k) = (Gmm)(k)
GOnn( k) = (Gnn)(k )
The ratio of the noise power to the true signal power is called the signal-to-noise ratio,
3. For the output voltage and input current respectively, the signal-to-noise ratios
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are calculated as,
_3 - k Gyv (k) (A. 1)
Zk Gnn(k)
(A.2)
c k Gm(k) (A.3)
EkGam(k)
The correlation of the input and output noise is called their coherence, 7Km. This is
an important quantity because it represents the fraction of power that is common to
both the input and the output signals, but that does not pass through the system,
adding a spurious term to the measured system response. The coherence of the noise
is calculated as,
GY) Ek GGmkn(k)
To determine the influence of noise on the measured system response in practice, the
noise floors Gmm and Gan, the coherences, 7mn, and the signal-to-noise ratios, 0, must
be identified.
The noise floor is readily determined from the measured signals when no excita-
tion is present, for example in shot 1080411004 when active MHD is not operating.
Then the measured signal consists entirely of noise. The noise floors Gmm and Gan
for the current and probe noise respectively, are shown in Figure A-3, along with their
standard deviations and typical noise autospectrums. It is an unfortunate character-
istic of the diagnostic that for both signals, the noise floor peaks around 700kHz near
the typical excitation frequency; consequently, bandpass filtering the signals around
the excitation frequencies eliminates only the weakest components of the noise. Af-
ter normalizing by the noise floor, the energy distribution of the noise is essentially
Gaussian (Figure A-3(e)). The Gaussian character is maintained in the synthetic
noise that is generated in Figures A-3(d) and A-3(b).
The noise coherence ymn is calculated from these noise floor autospectrums as in
Equation A.4. The amplitude of the coherence roughly falls on a normal distribution
with a standard deviation of 0.03, and its phase is randomly distributed (Figures A-4).
frequency [kHz]
(a) Typical measured probe noise.
200 400 600 800 1000 1200
frequency [kHz]
(b) Synthesized probe noise.
(c) Typical measured antenna current (d) Synthesized antenna current noise.
noise.
0 1 2 3 4 5 6
(e) The distribution of the noise after
compensating for the noise floor is Gaus-
sian, with some small error at low ampli-
tudes where the power density is less.
Figure A-3: Typical measured signal autospectrums (light blue); noise floor (black)
with standard deviation of the noise (red); and synthesized autospectrums based on
the noise floors and the distribution of the noise.
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It may be suprising that the noise on the current tap and the magnetic probes is not
more strongly correlated, especially when the RF beatwave at 500kHz is present; how-
ever spectrums of each signal show that the RF beatwave is not a strong component
of the current tap noise (Figures A-5).
To obtain the signal-to-noise ratios of the input and output signals, the true signal
and noise components must be identified. A typical measured spectrum of the antenna
current is shown in Figure A-6. For reference, Figure A-7 shows the synthesized
spectrum for a noiseless chirped signal, and the fraction of power within a frequency
band centered on the peak frequency component of the synthesized spectrum. The
excitation typically chirps between 1.5 to 6MHzs- 1. At these chirp rates, at least
95% of the power is confined to a 7kHz band in each 0.8ms period. For this analysis,
then, it is a good estimate to consider the true antenna current signal Gcc to be
restricted to a 7kHz band centered around the maximum frequency component, and
the antenna current noise Gmm to occupy all other frequencies. The measured signals
of the magnetic probes are similarly divided: G,, inside a 7kHz band, and G,,
outside. Consequently the cross spectrums between true signal and noise are zero,
Gyn = Gxm = 0. (A.5)
From this perspective it is clear that the noise power could be decreased by filtering
the measured signal with a passband centered around the excitation frequencies to
selectively eliminate some of the noise power. The improvement in signal resolution
would come at the expense of processing speed, and this trade-off must be evaluated
to achieve whatever precision is required, if possible. Since the results in this thesis
were obtained using a very wide passband from 150 to 900kHz, the remaining analysis
will assume the use of such a filter.
Given this definition of the true signal and noise components, the signal-to-noise
ratios can be calculated. To evaluate the signal-to-noise ratio of the current signal
during shot 1080403010, power inside the 7kHz band (the true signal) is divided by
the power outside of the 7kHz band (the noise), while the center of the 7kHz band is
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Figure A-5: The noise coherence may be unexpectedly small, especially during ICRF
operation. While a strong component of the beatwave appears in the typical probe
signal, it is absent in the current signal. The grey line marks the ICRF beatwave
frequency. Also illustrated in these spectrums is the distinction that has been made
between the true signal (the center blue portion) and the noise (the red portion).
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Figure A-6: Typical spectrum of a magnetics probe with active MHD excitation.
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Figure A-7: Spectrum of synthetic chirping signal.
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shifted at each time sample as the excitation frequency chirps. Figure A-8(a) shows
how the signal and noise components fluctuate as the amplifier traverses its tuning
band. FigureA-8(b) indicates that the signal-to-noise ratio ranges from 4 to beyond
30. Figure A-8(c) shows the autospectrum for high and low f, and illustrates that the
fluctuation of #c is actually due to the true signal power leaking out of the 7kHz band
when the excitation frequency jitters. This leakage makes it difficult to implement
a sufficiently narrow bandpass filter, since it causes the signal bandwidth to change
rapidly in time. Furthermore, the homodyne sychronous correlation method is not
sensitive to the bandwidth of the true signal, so signal leakage does not present a
problem for system identification.
A similar analysis is performed for the probe voltage signals, for which the signal-
to-noise ratios are observed to range from 0.05 to more than 2 (Figures A-9). Like
the current tap signal, the probe voltage signals would also require a very narrow
bandpass filter to significantly improve the signal-to-noise ratio.
To summarize, in addition to the noise floor profiles, the attributes that character-
ize the noise are listed in Table A.1. Now the error in the measured system response
can be assessed from the attributes of the noise.
A.1.2 Quantifying the uncertainty in the system response
The true system response is,
Htrue - Ek Y*
Zk X*X)
where Y and X are the Fourier series of y(t) and x(t), the antenna current and probe
voltages. But Y and X are not measurable. Instead, the measurable signals V and
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Figure A-8: Investigation of the antenna current signal-to-noise ratio during shot
1080403010.
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C are contaminated by noise, so the measured system response is,
Hmeas - V*C
>Zk 0*0
Zk(Y + N)*(X + M)
k(X + M)*(X + M)
_k(Y*X + Y*M + N*X + N*M)
Zk(X*X + X*M + M*X + M*M)
_ k(X*Y/X*X + N*M/X*X)
1 + Zk(M*M/X*X)
so that
Hmeas = " (1+ ymn/I + /#cln (A.6)1 + 1/#3c
where relations A.3, A.4 and A.5 have been put to use. Two effects are evident. First,
the system response is attenuated by the noise on the input in the form of 13c. This
provides motivation to reduce the noise on the input signal by bandpass filtering more
tightly. Figure A-10(a) shows the change in |HI due to this factor. Secondly, a term
having the phase of the noise coherence, 7imn is added. As mentioned above, 7mn is
observed to have randomly distributed phase and a Gaussian amplitude distribution,
so this term amounts to random noise added to the system response. Figure A-10(b)
shows the worst case change in |Hi due to this additive term. These two effects are
due to the expected value of 3 and -y. In addition, there is some added variation
contributed by the random variation of 3 and 7/. The distribution of this third effect
was generated statistically with synthesized signals and was found to be Gaussian, as
Figure A-11 illustrates. The effect it has on the measured value of |HI is shown in
Figure A-10(c). Finally, the measured |HJ is statistically generated using synthetic
signals and is found to agree with the prediction of equation A.6, as shown in Figure
A-12.
The total measurement uncertainty oh in the system response for each probe is
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Figure A-10: The amplitudes of the distortion of the system response due to the
various terms in Equation A.6. Blue patches indicate the typical region of operation.
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calculated using the relation A.6 and the distribution in Figure A-10(c) for the values
of # and -y inferred from the noise in shot 1080403010, and these uncertainties are
tabulated in Table A.1.
For comparison, the fitting errors between the system response model and the
measured system response are plotted as circular regions in Figure A-13. In the
figure, the frequency increases in the clockwise direction, which is expected for a pole
in the left-half plane. At the instant in time depicted here, the active MHD excitation
frequency is chirping down, so the response is being traversed counter-clockwise as
time increases. Note that the first half of the response has larger fitting error due
to the smaller signal-to-noise ratios at that time, as shown in Figure A-9. Note also
that probes near the antenna have stronger direct coupling compared to the resonant
coupling, which evident by the origins of the resonant circles being further from the
origin. For a good fit it should be expected that the fit errors would be similar to the
measurement uncertainties OH. Hence the quality of the fit can be evaluated with the
X' test. Namely, for N measurements of the system response and c coefficients in the
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Table A. 1: Signal-to-noise ratios as in Figure A-9 and the corresponding distortion of
the system response as articulated in Figure A-12. The resonance is divided into two
periods of contrasting signal-to-noise ratios, and the uncertainty changes accordingly.
High P(x 2 ) indicates a confident fit.
0.95 - 0.975s 0.975 - 1.0s
probe name v mn UH/H 3v -Ymn oH/H 2 p( 2 )
dB % % dB % % na %
BPA A_TOP -5.2 2 15 5.4 2 6 2.84 0
BP3TGHK -7 2 18 1.1 2 8 0.106 100
BP2T-GHK -10 2 25 -3 2 13 0.435 100
BP1T-GHK -17 2 65 -10.5 2 27 1.12 29
BPEF_TOP -5.2 2 85 2 2 20 1.11 96
BP_BC_TOP -21 2 95 -7.0 2 20 0.544 96
BP3TABK -24 2 95 -10.5 2 27 2.3 0
BP2TABK -23 2 90 -10 2 25 2.01 0.04
BP1TABK -20 2 80 -8.2 2 23 1.88 0.14
BPABTOP -13 2 33 0.41 2 8 2.95 0
LGHUPPERZ 10 15.4
model, the reduced y 2 is [129],
_2_1 H(jo)meas 
- H(j)ft 2 (A.7)N -c gh
When j 2 is small it means that the agreement between the model and the measured
system response is good, and therefore implies that the model represents the mea-
surements accurately. The values of 2 and the probability of achieving an agreement
of 2 or worse with data that truly fit the assumed distribution are tabulated for each
probe in Table A.1. For probabilities less than 5%, the fit validity of the fit should
be questioned. However there is some question whether the x 2 test is applicable to
this system because the direct coupling and resonant coupling are not likely subject
to the same noise distribution. Indeed, for probes that have higher fractions of direct
coupling power, the x2 test declares a more likely match to the model.
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Figure A-13: System response for the 10 probes enumerated in Figure A-1. Blue
line: measured response; Black line: fit response; Blue patches: region of uncertainty
based on the fitting error, which is to be compared to the uncertainty in the measured
response inferred from Equation A.6 and plotted in Figure A-12. The frequency
increases in the clockwise direction, which is expected for a pole in the left-half plane.
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A.2 Propogation of error to quantities of interest
A.2.1 Confidence interval of polynomial coefficients
The quality of the fit also projects onto uncertainties in the coefficients u of the
polynomials B(s) and A(s) that compose the model. Recall that in multiple regression
the coefficients u are given by,
u = M{S*S} f{S*D}
and the fitting error by,
c = -D + Su.
Then the uncertainty in the coefficients is given by the covariance matrix [130]:
1 N \ ~
au IN (9e Be
i=1)
1 /8e*B
= (S*S) e
N
The diagonal elements of ou are the squares of the uncertainties of the corresponding
coefficients. In the preceding it has been assumed that the distribution of uncertainty
is the same for each measurement, so that each measurement can be assigned equal
weight in determining the best fit. This is not strictly accurate since the signal to noise
level, and hence the standard deviation of the measurement, changes unavoidably
throughout the resonance. Omitting the weights provides a conservative estimate
of the uncertainties in the coefficients [131],[132] and is sufficient for the present
requirements.
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A.2.2 Confidence interval of resonance parameters
Resonances are more meaningfully represented by the residues, poles and direct terms
of the quotient B(s)/A(s) rather than the coefficients of those polynomials. The poles
are the roots of A(s), the corresponding residues are the values of H(s) evaluated at
each pole, and the direct term is the remainder in the polynomial division B(s)/A(s).
Grouping the residues, poles and direct terms into the vector resonance parameter
v, uncertainties in u are transformed into uncertainties in v by the Jacobian J(v, u)
so that the uncertainties in y are obtained from a transformation of the original
covariance matrix au to,
-V= J (S*S) 1 J* (A.8)N
where again, the diagonal elements of -, are the squares of the uncertainties of the
corresponding coefficients.
A further transformation yields the damping rate 'y/wo, resonant frequency wo
and phase # of the resonance from the roots of the polynomials, and again, the
uncertainties can be likewise transformed to yield uncertainties oa/w, o-, and o' as
follows. For the pole p = -y + iwo,
2 y ( -_ o-p)
/wo wo(1 + up)
WO
and,
o-o = 0p,
and for the residue r,
o - sin- 1
The uncertainties in these coefficients for the resonance in shot 1080403010 are sum-
marized in Table A.2.
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A.2.3 Significance of the toroidal mode number fit
The toroidal mode number of the resonance is obtained from a linear regression of
the phase of the probe responses against the probes' toroidal angles. The uncertainty
in the probe toroidal positions is negligible, so the uncertainty in the phase of the
response, og, is identical to the uncertainty in the fit to the regression function. As
before, the quality of this fit can be evaluated by the x 2 test, where the mode number
is an integer, n, the phase offset is b, and the toroidal angular position of the coils
are o.
N - c 010,i
The 2 and P( 2) are listed in Table A.3 for the mode numbers {-20 : 20} fit to the
resonance in 1080403010. The phase distribution of the best fitting mode, n = 0, is
shown in Figure A-14. That n = 0 has a significant x2 probability confirms that it is
the correct toroidal mode number of this resonance.
Table A.2: The parameters of the resonance and their respective uncertainties.I I
probe name y/w0  a 2 fo ] # a 2
% % kHz kHz deg deg
all 0.85 0.018 848.98 0.15
BPKAITOP -12.9 3.2
BP3TGHK -3.9 22.6
BP2TGHK -12.7 26.6
BP1TGHK -22.6 17.8
BPEFTOP -19 3.25
BPBCTOP -13.8 3.65
BP3TABK -16.2 2.55
BP2TABK -21.4 2.73
BP1TABK -22.5 2.71
BPABTOP -14.8 2.77
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Figure A-14: The best fit toroidal mode number to the example resonance in
1080403010 is n=0. Cyan: phases for each probe used in the example; Blue error
bars are determined by propogating the fitting error to the resonance parameters via
Equation A.8. P( 2 ) indicates there is an 18% probability of fitting this poorly with
phases that are truly n=0.
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Table A.3: The fit of the toroidal mode numbers within {-20 : 20} for the example
resonance in 1080403010. High P( 2 ) indicates a confident fit.
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Appendix B
Calibration of Pickup Coils
The voltage induced in the pickup coil by a changing poloidal magnetic field is trans-
formed by the wires that connect the coil to the digitizer. If the behavior of the coils
and wire circuit is known, this transformation can be inverted and removed from
recorded data. In particular, it is especially important to correct for phase shifts
because the relative phase of adjacent coils is used to determine the mode number of
TAEs.
The frequency response of the coils can be measured by one of three methods;
the feasibility of each method depends on the physical access that is available to the
pickup coil circuit. When the vacuum vessel is closed, the frequency response can
be approximated from measurements at the digitizer end of the pickup coil circuit.
When the vacuum vessel is open, the pickup coil can be excited by an external field,
and the exact response can be measured at the digitizer end. Finally, if the pickup
coil circuit is interrupted very close to the pickup coil by a connector, a signal can
be injected at the connector and the response measured at the digitizer end. The
merits of each method are discussed in this section. In all cases the transformation
is assumed to be linear.
External Calibration
A true measurement of the frequency response of a two-port network is not possible
from only one port. When the vacuum vessel is closed, only the air side length of
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Zback
Figure B-1: The circuit topology used by Heeter to develop a method to calibrate the
pickup coils from one end of the circuit only.
the twisted pair can be contacted. With some knowledge of the pickup coil circuit
topology, however, an appropriate frequency response can be synthesized from single
port measurements [133]. To determine the transfer function of a circuit with topology
shown in Figure B-1, the impedance looking back from the digitizer, Zback, is measured
over the frequency range of interest. A ratio of polynomials of given order is then fit
to the measured data, Zback r N/D, to determine the coefficients of the polynomials
N and D. As Heeter et. al. show in [133], the transfer function can then be written
down as 1/D. This method relies on the assumptions that the circuit topology is as
shown in Figure B-1, that the numerator and denominator have no common factors,
and that the circuit elements can be accurately represented by polynomials of limited
order.
Internal Calibration, inductively excited
If the interior of the vessel is accessible, the pickup coil response can be measured
by exciting the coils with an oscillating field generated by a calibrating winding. An
apparatus for the measurement is illustrated in Figure B-2. This provides a direct
measurement of the circuit response, which necessarily also includes the response of
the calibrating winding near each pickup coil. Since the calibrating coil response is
similar near each coil, and since the difference between coil responses is of primary
interest rather than their absolute behavior, the calibrating winding response can
be essentially cancelled out leaving only a small residual error, which will now be
calculated.
The calibrating winding/pickup coil system to be measured is approximated by
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Figure B-2: The pickup coils can be precisely calibrated when in-vessel access is
available, by exciting them in pairs with field-generating windings.
60 10 H -3
+ 2/3 c R2  L2  +
V4  V3
-__ 20m
Calibrating coil
i2-~ -.
+ +v2
v 2
v3 M 0.2 gH
Mutual
Inductance
i 43 H 70 j1
++
+ R1  0.78c +
V2  v1
- I2Dm -
Pickup coil
Figure B-3: The circuit for invessel, inductively-driven calibration, with component
values.
the circuit diagram of Figure B-3. To simplify the analysis, the circuit is divided into
three two-port networks. The response of each network is written below, along with
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the estimated magnitudes at 1 MHz for the purpose of scaling the terms.
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Given two pickup coils labelled i and j, the complex-valued ratio of their frequency
response into digitizers with input impedances zi, and zi,, is sought. It is:
v3, _ A 1, B
yA 1,y + Bj
However only v4, i4, vi and ii are accessible, so only the overall network parameters
Ao, Bo, Co and Do and the input impedance zin, of the digitizer can be measured.
These are related by:
A1(A3 + ) + B3 C1
A1(C 3 + 2) + D3 C1
B1 (A3 + + B3 D1
B1 (C3 + -) + D 3D1
To obtain a ratio of frequency responses for coils i and j, the measurable ratio
"4, Ao j +B01'
V1,4 Zin i
Aoj, +
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i4 C3
V3 A2
i3 C2
V2 A1
i2 C1
B3
D3
B2
D2
B1
D1
V4 Ao
i4 [CO
Bo
Do]
can be reduced approximately to
A1,, + b Mj A 3,iSMi + B 3,i
v3,J A1 , + Bi Mi A3, sMj + B3, (1.1)
by noting that
A3 + B A 1 + / (B3C1) r 100.
s) Zin
The terms on the right of Equation B.1 are, from left to right: the ratio of pickup coil
voltages that is sought; the ratio of mutual inductances between each pickup coil and
its calibrating winding; and the ratio of currents in each calibrating winding. Each of
the error quantities is close to 1. The calibration of phase between coils is therefore
very accurate.
If a function generator is used to excite the calibrating winding, and the digitizer
to measure the coil response, v4 and vi of each coil are measured. The ratio of these
measurements, ie (v4 ,i/vi,i) / (V4,J/V1,J), for one pair of coils is shown in Figure B-4. If,
instead, the measurement is conducted with a network analyzer, the wave components
v+ and v- are separately identified, so values for i4 and i1 can also be obtained. These
can be divided in the same manner as the voltages, using the parameters CO and Do
to find another approximation to the frequency response ratio. In the case of the
network analyzer, the two ratios can be compared to improve accuracy.
Internal Calibration, directly excited
The inaccuracy of the ratio of mutual coupling and the ratio of current in each
calibrating winding is close to 1 but can be eliminated by applying a voltage directly
to the pickup coil. This is not usually possible because the pickup coil is very well
shielded, and thus inaccessible. However, if a very short piece of wire separates the
pickup coil from a connector, the calibrating signal can be injected at this junction
instead. The circuit will then behave essentially as if a voltage was being induced on
the pickup coil. Unfortunately it will be inaccurate to the extent that the inductive
coupling through the molybdenum tiles and stainless steel shim stock will not be
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Figure B-4: The frequency response of coil BP3TABK compared to BP1T-ABK,
with a long cable running to the digitizer (dotted line) and a short cable (solid). The
short cable increases the frequency of the self-resonance.
measured. However results of this method, when possible, can be compared with the
inductively driven method to distinguish the response of the metal surrounding the
coils from that of the coils themselves.
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Appendix C
Test Shot Procedure
\HYBRID::TOP.DPCS.LOADABLES.PROCEDURES:TESTPROS
The amplifiers that power the antennas must also be initialized. This requires
turning on the AC power that services the amplifier racks, and the DC power supply
in the cell, and enabling the amplifier in the tree by inserting [0.0,2.0 into the following
node of the tree:
\MAGNETICS::TOP.ACTIVEMHD.DATAACQ.CAMAC:J221:OUTPUT_05:RFENABLE
The digitizer should also be set to collect data at the desired rate, which is usually
2.5 MHz.
Finally, test shots can be fired in the absense of a plasma, for example to debug
parts of the equipment. Because the DPCS is not accessible to magnetics test shots,
the frequency waveform must be preprogrammed into the tree in node:
\MAGNETICS::TOP.ACTIVEMHD.DATAACQ.CAMAC:WAVEFORM:CHANNEL_2
Accordingly, the amplifier must be set to obey local control by setting:
\MAGNETICS::TOP.ACTIVEMHD.DATAACQ.CAMAC:J221:OUTPUT_09:HYBRIDLOCAL
to [0.0,2.0]. The test shot is executed and assigned the number 4xxx by running
/home/snipes/mag/active]\$ IDL> .r activetest
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/home/snipes/mag/activel\$ IDL> init,4xxx
/home/snipes/mag/activel\$ IDL> trigger
/home/snipes/mag/activel\$ IDL> store
Test shot data are temporarily stored in a 'test' directory that is cleaned periodically.
However, they can be copied into the 'saved' tree for permanent archiving by:
1. logging on to alcdata
2. copying the .characteristics, .datafile and .tree files corresponding to
the test shot of interest from /cmod/trees/test/magnetics to /cmod/trees/saved/magnetics
3. renaming the new files with a proper date-sequence shot number in the 400's.
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